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Abstract
The automatic analysis of emotions is a well-established area in the nat-

ural language processing ( NLP ) research field. It has shown valuable

and relevant applications in a wide array of domains such as health and

well-being, empathetic conversational agents, author profiling, consumer

analysis, and security. Most emotion analysis research till now has focused

on sources such as news documents and product reviews. In these cases,

the NLP task is the classification into predefined closed-set emotion cate-

gories (e.g. happy, sad), or alternatively labels (positive, negative). A deep

and fine-grained emotion analysis would require explanations of the trigger

events that may have led to a user state. This type of analysis is still in its

infancy. In this work, we introduce the concept of Emotion Carriers (EC)

as the speech or text segments that may include persons, objects, events,

or actions that manifest and explain the emotions felt by the narrator

during the recollection. In order to investigate this emotion concept, we

analyze Personal Narratives (PN) - recollection of events, facts, or thoughts

from one’s own experience, - which are rich in emotional information, are

less explored in the emotion analysis research. PNs are widely used in

psychotherapy and thus also in mental well-being applications. The use

of PNs in psychotherapy is rooted in the association between mood and

recollection of episodic memories.

We find that ECs capture implicit emotion information through entities

and events whereas the valence prediction relies on explicit emotion words

such as happy, cried, and angry. The cues for identifying the ECs and

their valence are different and complementary. We propose fine-grained

emotion analysis using valence and ECs. We collect and annotate spoken

and written PNs, propose text-based and speech-based annotation schemes

for valence and EC from PNs, conduct annotation experiments, and train

systems for the automatic identification of ECs and their valence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Context

Emotion analysis from different modalities such as text, speech, video, ges-

tures, and physiological signals has received significant attention from the

research community. It has found applications in a wide array of domains

such as health and well-being [3, 9, 25], empathetic conversational agents

[54, 130], consumer analysis [2, 61], user profiling [148, 89] and security,

among others. Most works on emotion analysis have focused on domains

such as product reviews[139], social media posts[118], conversations[117],

and news[100]. In these scenarios, the most common emotion analysis per-

formed are the utterance and document level emotion recognition in terms

of predefined emotion categories (such as happy, angry, or sad) or on a set

of numeric scales from emotional valence, arousal, and dominance [129].

However, the semantic information associated with expressed emotions,

such as the events that triggered the emotion or the target toward which

the emotion is directed, is important to provide a fine-grained understand-

ing of the context that might be needed in real-world applications. This

type of deeper understanding of the emotions is still in its infancy. For the

explanation of the trigger events, in this work, we introduce the concept of

Emotion Carriers (EC) as the speech or text fragments, which may include
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persons, objects, events or actions that manifest and explain the emotions

felt by the narrator during the recollection. We investigate this concept in

the context of an important and ubiquitous but often neglected genre of

Personal Narratives (PN).

Personal Narratives (PN) are the recollection of events, facts, emotions,

or thoughts felt or experienced by the narrator. Recollection of PNs have

shown to be beneficial in psychotherapy and general mental well-being in

various ways. In psychotherapy sessions, clients share PNs with therapists

to provide a rough idea of their orientation toward life and the events

and pressures surrounding the problem they are facing. Therapists then

analyze the shared PNs, try to understand/identify the emotional state of

the client and ask follow-up questions to know details about a particular

part from the PN to extract more information from the client that could

help better understanding of the situation. The analysis and the actions

performed by the therapist depend on the intervention therapy approach.

For example, the most widely used Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

intervention is based on the intuition that more than the events themselves,

the emotions are generated depending on how the events are cognitively

processed and evaluated. The irrational and dysfunctional beliefs influence

this process [101]. In CBT, therapists collect PNs from the clients by asking

them questions to identify the event that has caused the patient a certain

emotion. Through the answers, in the form of PNs, they try to identify

the dysfunctional thoughts and guide the patient on how to change them

or find more rational and/or functional thoughts [131]. In Table 1.1, we

provide an example of a personal narrative about an emotional episode,

shared by a client to a therapist.

As the interventions such as CBT have standard protocols, there has

been a tremendous growth in mental well-being applications (making use of

such protocols) [31, 5]. Their functionality range from helping in promot-
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I had a difficult and weary week, many commitments and deadlines in the office and

I was unable to finish everything as I should have. When Christmas approaches, it

seems that everything must be over, even if on December 27 we go back to work and

there is still time to finish things! I was very tired and a little depressed in the

evening and when I got home the children would ask me to play. I would have

liked to be alone for a while, but I could not disappoint them. Actually I saw that

being with them, listening to what happened at school and participating in their

great excitement for Christmas, helped me a lot and then I was more relaxed and

happier with my family.

Table 1.1: Current Emotion Analyses: A snippet of a spoken Personal Narrative (PN)

about an emotional event, shared by a client with a psychotherapist. The original Ital-

ian PN is translated to English and has been anonymized and post-processed for better

readability. The text is color-coded to represent the perceived emotion valence polarity

of the narrator while narrating an event (gray - neutral, green - positive, red - negative),

whereas the emotion words and emotion-laden words (that are commonly associated with

a positive or negative emotion) are marked in bold. Negative emotion laden words may

include difficult, weary, tired, depressed, alone, disappoint, whereas the positive emotion

laden words may include: Christmas, home, children, play, school, excitement, relaxed,

happier, family.
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ing mental well-being [66]; self-monitoring [136, 7]; providing recommen-

dations for emotion regulation [33]; providing CBT through interactions

[45, 84, 66]. In these applications, PNs are collected as a part of the in-

tervention approach (for example, as a part of questionnaire in CBT), or

via different tools recommended for general well-being such as journaling

(narrate important events from daily life that affected the user’s mood).

The applications are usually conversational along with some GUI based

tools. These PNs contain rich information regarding the user such as the

type of events that affect the user, the relationships with the characters

involved, and the emotions associated with the events. Thus an in-depth

analysis of these PNs may provide psychotherapists or/and the users with

important insights about the state of the user.

1.2 The Problem

As explained in the Section 1.1, even though rich PNs are collected through

well-being applications, mostly these are used only as a part of the protocol.

The current emotion analyses systems focus on providing emotion state of

the narrator, sentiment analysis, and emotion-laden words from the PNs.

As can be observed in the example of PN from Table 1.1, the perceived

emotional state (in terms of emotion valence) of the narrator changes as

the narration progresses. The emotional valence predicted for the entire

PN or for each segment helps keeping track of the emotional state of the

user. Another emotion analysis often used for better understanding of

the context is of identifying emotion words and emotion-laden words such

as difficult, weary, Christmas, tired, depressed, among others, from our

example. These words are a part of lexicon that are commonly associated

with positive or negative emotions.

These analyses provide an overview of the trends in the emotional state
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of the user and help identify cognitive distortions (dysfunctional thoughts)

and provide with a relevant CBT-based/therapeutic tools (such as relaxed

breathing, journaling), with the aim of cognitive reconstruction (making

thoughts rational). This is a better way of providing self-help, through an

application.

A deeper analysis of PNs beyond the specific requirements of the pro-

tocol involved in the intervention approach is still missing in these appli-

cations, which may prove to be helpful for better assessment of the user’s

condition. In our example from Table 1.1, with current systems, we can

identify the negative emotion valence of the narrator in the first sentence.

But there’s much more than the negative emotional state. Some basic but

very important questions are still unanswered:

• How can we track the emotional state of the user throughout

the narrative and take into account the context ?

• What is the reason behind the narrator’s emotional state at

a specific point ( sentence or clause ) of the narrative ?

• Which events, characters, and objects from the narrative af-

fect the user emotionally?

• Which event, object, character may have contributed to the

state of the user at a specific point ( sentence or clause ) of

the narrative ?

Automatically addressing ( some of ) these questions and provide ex-

planations may help therapists in deciding which events and characters to

focus more on, to elicit more relevant information, during a therapy session.
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Figure 1.1: A possible application of automatic Emotion Detection (ED) and Emotion

Carrier Detection (ECD): A Conversational Agent (CA), with ED and ECD components,

identify the user’s emotional state as “angry” and three ECs from the user utterance.

One of the ECs “my boss” is then used to generate a response targeted towards eliciting

more information from the user, beneficial for a fine-grain description of the user state of

being “angry”.

1.3 The Solution

In the scenario of PNs, for fine-grained emotional understanding, we pro-

pose identification of Emotion Carriers (EC) as the speech or text frag-

ments that manifest or explain the emotional state of the narrator, as an

important additional analysis. In our example of PN from Table 1.1, text

spans such as many commitments, deadlines, office, Christmas, children,

being with them, my family could be good candidates for ECs as they

manifest the corresponding emotional states of the narrator. The conver-

sational agents of the well-being applications can make use of ECs to ask

questions to elicit more information regarding the corresponding EC, for

deeper understanding of how the EC is affecting the emotional state of the

narrator. A demonstration can be seen in Fig 1.1, where a conversational

agent first elicits an emotional narrative from the user and later detects

the ECs and use one of them to further elicit more information for deeper

understanding of the situation.

With the goal of building an automatic EC identification system and
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using it for analyzing PNs, in this thesis we perform all the steps starting

from defining the concept till building an automated system. First we

study deeply the genre of Personal Narratives (PN), it’s association with

emotions and thus how they are used in psychotherapy. We also study

different modalities such as speech and text that may involve in PNs. We

then propose the concept of Emotion Carriers in the context of PNs as the

text or speech span that manifest the emotion of the narrator during the

recollection of the narratives. We back Emotion Carriers from the theory

of Emotion Concepts from psychology. We compare Emotion Carriers with

several different existing emotion analyses schemes, which analyze different

aspects of emotions and show how Emotion Carriers and Emotional State

when combined provide fine-grained emotion analysis.

Once the concept of ECs and PNs are established, we explore the

datasets of PNs that are relevant in our scenario of well-being. There are

not many publicly available datasets of PNs. We explore and report details

of two publicly available datasets of PNs namely USoM dataset (German)

[132, 125] and SEND dataset (English) [102]. Two other publicly available

English datasets that are relevant to us but not deeply explored in this

study include “Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts” published by

Alexander Street Press and Motivational Interviewing (MI) session videos

[113]. We also study and report 4 other datasets which as per our knowl-

edge, are not available to public yet. These include USoM Elderly dataset

(German), PHA-CBT dataset (Italian), MEMOA dataset (Dutch), and

User Diaries (Italian). While exploring the datasets there are many fac-

tors we study, some of which include: The language used in the personal

narratives; The modalities collected during the recollection (any combi-

nation of text, speech, video, physiological signals); The demographics of

the participants (age, mother tongue, geographical region, profession, or

any other relevant information for study); The self and expert annotation
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provided with the data among others. We further go deeper and perform

annotation experiments for human annotation of valence (as emotional

state) and Emotion Carriers and build automated systems making use of

the three datasets USoM, USoM Elderly, and CBT-PHA.

In one of our early experiments [141], we worked on identification of

the narrator’s self-assessed valence after recollecting PNs (collected in the

USoM dataset). We observed that in different machine learning models

(Support Vector Machine, Attention-based neural sequence tagger) trained

to predict the valence from PNs, concepts beyond sentiment words (sad,

happy) were found to be useful. These concepts included terms such as

characters (e.g. grandfather, a friend), locations (e.g. swimming pool) and

events (e.g. high school exam). As the task of the models was to pre-

dict the emotional state (in terms of valence) of the narrator, we find that

these concepts played the role of explaining and carrying the emotional

state of the person, which we defined as emotion carriers. Inspired by such

evidence, we investigate the possibility of annotating emotion carriers and

valence in PNs. We come up with different annotation protocols based on

multiple factors such as the modalities considered during the annotation

(we experiment with text only and speech + text); freedom provided for

the EC-span selection (free span selection of continuous tokens or selection

from a preselected list of candidate EC-spans); the amount of context pro-

vided during annotation (entire PN, segments: breaking PN into segments

and annotate each segment with valence and EC). We begin the annota-

tion experiments with the USoM dataset with narrative level annotation

of textual transcripts, and investigate the outcome, the time consumed for

the task, and the complexity of the task. We observe high subjectivity and

complexity of the task, based on which we also analyze the pain points

and come up with other annotation schemes to resolve these issues. When

we shift from narrative level annotation to segment level annotation, in-
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stead of providing a single valence label to the entire PN, we provide a

label for each segment, making the task easier and possible to capture the

change in emotions of the narrator as the recollection proceeds, which we

call as unfolding of the emotions. Similarly, providing speech during anno-

tation helped the annotators in the task by using the cues from speech. To

evaluate the quality of the annotation, we calculate the Inter-Annotator

Agreement using different metrics. In the EC detection as a free span

selection task, much different from a classification task where there are

predefined set of classes, we cannot use the standard Cohen’s kappa metric

[28] in our scenario as it requires the knowledge of true negatives, which

are ill-defined for the span selection task. Instead, we use pairwise Positive

Agreement [46]. We come up with different strategies for soft/hard match-

ing of two spans, based on different criteria. We also perform qualitative

analysis of the annotation and find interesting observations w.r.t. anno-

tation of emotion words, the valence patterns followed in negative PNs as

compared to the positive PNs, the role of neutral valence, among others.

After evaluating the annotation, we try to make use of the annotated

data to build automated systems for predicting the valence and ECs from

PNs. As the annotation were performed with different strategies, we build

different automated systems accordingly. First we explore the text based

narrative level prediction of ECs from the transcriptions of the PNs from

USoM dataset. We then also try to consider cues from corresponding

speech fragments, in addition to the cues from the text with a multimodal

system, exploring different fusion strategies to combine features at different

stages in the architecture 1) early fusion 2) late fusion 3) decision level

fusion. Using the annotation of the CBT-PHA dataset, we also build a

system for segment-level detection of valence and ECs. We also jointly

train a multi-task model for identification of ECs and valence, and analyze

how joint training affects the performances of the individual tasks. Lastly,
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we compare the human annotation of ECs with the tokens which contribute

more in the valence prediction system, with the aim of verifying if the

valence and ECs capture the same information or different. For calculating

the contribution of tokens toward the model’s decision, we make use of

Integrated Gradients [140] - a technique commonly used in explainability

studies.

1.4 Novel Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis include:

• We introduce a new emotion analysis task of ”Emotion Carriers” and

propose that Emotion Carriers and Valence (Emotional State) com-

bined, provide a fine-grained emotional analysis useful for many ap-

plications

• We identify datasets of Personal Narratives relevant for our work on

emotion analysis in two languages German and Italian. We propose

different annotation schemes to annotate Emotion Carriers and Va-

lence from PNs from the datasets. We annotate the datasets using

proposed annotation schemes.

• We perform different quantitative and qualitative analysis of the anno-

tation to assess the quality of annotation. We come up with different

Inter-annotator Agreement Analysis metrics to cater to calculate the

agreement between annotators. The different metrics measure the

agreement based on different criteria such as soft/strict matching of

two EC spans, agreement based on valence trajectories.

• We build automated systems for the detection of valence and Emo-

tion Carriers for two languages German and Italian and for different

modalities (text only, text + speech).
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

We begin our thesis with a survey of the previous relevant works on emo-

tion analysis and automatic narrative understanding and comparatively

position our work in the field, in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we first go

deep into the domain of Personal Narratives, compare it with other do-

mains and explore it’s use in psychotherapy while in the second part of

the chapter, we introduce the concept of Emotion Carriers, the motivation

from psychology, compare and differentiate with other emotion analysis

tasks. Next, in Chapter 4, we explore important datasets of PNs rele-

vant for the domain of emotion analysis. We select and work on three of

these datasets for further experimentation. Before building the automated

systems, we first analyze how humans find the task of EC and valence

detection. In chapter 5, we propose different annotation protocols and

perform the human annotation experiments on the three datasets. We also

propose different evaluation metrics for calculating inter annotator agree-

ment suitable for Emotion Carriers annotation. We analyze the annotation

output qualitatively and quantitatively. Once we have the annotated data,

we run different experiments to build automated systems, playing with

multiple modalities, different segmentation levels, and multi task modeling

in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we compare human annotation of (tokens

from) ECs with the tokens that help valence prediction model in decision

making. We find a mismatch between these two sets, proving that Emotion

Carriers and Valence explain different things, both of which are important

for a complete emotional understanding. Finally we conclude the thesis in

Chapter 8 and provide future directions where our work could be utilized

or extended.
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Chapter 2

Related work

In this chapter, we study relevant and established works on different emo-

tion analyses and narrative understanding tasks and position our work in

these domains.

2.1 Emotion Detection From Speech And Text

The most widely studied emotion analysis task on speech and text data is

of Emotion Detection, also called as Emotion Recognition. Emotion recog-

nition has emerged as an important research area which may reveal some

valuable input to a variety of purposes. Emotion recognition is the process

of identifying emotional state of human by merely depending on personal

skills and interpretation. The emotion state representation can be catego-

rized in two classes Categorical and Dimensional [129]. Categorical rep-

resentation involves selecting an emotion from a set of predefined discrete

emotion categories [19] such as commonly used Ekman’s six basic emotions

(Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) [41]. On the other hand, Di-

mensional representations define a few dimensions with some parameters

and specify emotions according to those dimensions. The commonly used

dimensions include valence, arousal, and dominance [20, 128]. Automated

emotion recognition from speech and text can prove to be useful in differ-
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ent domains and applications such as making Human Computer Interaction

(HCI) more natural and empathetic [29, 73], e-commerce websites may uti-

lize product reviews for market research and call centers may use speech

emotion recognition for quality control [30]. Emotion recognition is also

useful in mental well-being applications to monitor user’s emotional state,

which in turn can be used to identify stress and depression through various

sources such social media posts [59] and personal narratives collected by

well-being applications as a part of an intervention or journaling [52].

Emotion state detection does indeed provide important information re-

garding user’s emotional state, which is important for psychotherapy and

mental well-being applications, but it does not provide the reasoning be-

hind the emotional state of the user. In our work, in addition to emotional

state detection of users in terms of valence score, we also extract the ex-

planation of the emotional state in the form of text or speech fragments

from the PNs, which we call as Emotion Carriers (EC). ECs may prove to

be important for extracting relevant information from the users to better

understand the emotional state.

Personal narrative: I am generally a person who needs a lot of sleep, but today I was

not able to sleep more than 6 hours and I am extremely tired. My eyes hurt and two

hours later I have programming [lesson] so I have to be alert. I’ve already drunk a cup of

coffee and although I rarely drink coffee, it had no effect on me. I am not at home so I

have limited possibilities as for food. I don’t want to do anything too unhealthy such as

drinking 10 cups of coffee, tho I may consider drinking another one.

Table 2.1: Example Personal Narrative from [48], shared with the purpose of seeking

advice from the narratee. The task here is to find out ‘Which advice-seeking question is

more likely to have been asked by the narrator:’ ‘Q1: Is it even possible to be addicted to

coffee?’ OR ‘Q2: How can I energize myself?’
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2.2 Automatic Narrative Understanding

Task Desired Output

1

Question generation What do I need to do in 2 hours?

Reading comprehension

Summarization I must go for a lesson after getting little sleep.

2
Ending generation Lastly, I tried an energizing drink.

Narrative chains, story cloze

3

Event2Mind to learn to code, to be educated

Desire fulfillment

Emotion Carriers Detection programming lesson, unhealthy, drink coffee

4
Advice-seeking question How can I energize myself?

Emotional State (in terms of valence score) 3 (10 point Likert Scale)

Table 2.2: Categorization of various Automatic Narrative Understanding tasks based on

the explicitness of the information to be extracted, as proposed by Fu et al [48]. The

entries in the Task column are the ANU tasks, while the Desired Output is the example

output expected from the corresponding task. In the original tasks we add two tasks of

our interest, the Emotional state prediction, and Emotion Carriers Detection. The Input

for the tasks is the personal narrative from Table 2.1. The authors assumed the second

sentence (“My eyes hurt and two hours later I have programming lesson so I have to be

alert.”) to be the answer span for question generation, and the input for Event2Mind

(which operates at sentence level).

The field of Automatic Narrative Understanding (ANU) deals with un-

derstanding narratives from different perspectives as per the application

needs. There have been many works on different ANU tasks but very few

have worked on the emotion analysis of PNs.

There have been many previous works on understanding narratives from

different perspectives based on the applications. Fu et al [48] broadly

categorize these tasks into four categories, based on the explicitness of the

information to be extracted. The categories are ordered according to the

explicitness, i.e. the first category try to capture the most ‘intradiegetic’

apsects while the last category capture the ‘extradiegetic’ aspects. We
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study these categories and try to position our tasks in this categorization.

1. What happened in the story? These tasks try to grasp the con-

tent explicitly provided in the text. The central idea is to be able to

understand the events that occur in the story, identify the characters

involved, the time and place (if mentioned) and any other characteris-

tics of the event present in the narrative. This requires general seman-

tic understanding. Some of the prevalent tasks include summarization

of the narrative [96, 4], generating questions that are answerable from

the text (question generation [38]), or answer a question about the

narrative(reading comprehension, [23])

2. What might happen next? Often, while trying to understand a

story we not only grasp the content provided so far but also try to

predict the next event that might happen. Some tasks aim at predict-

ing the likely action trajectory, trying to predict the future. Related

tasks include the narrative cloze task [21], the story cloze test [91, 22],

and its generative versions [56]. These tasks may require deeper un-

derstanding of the narrative and some common sense reasoning along

with the semantic understanding.

3. What can we infer about the characters and entities? Other

important aspects humans try to make inference about are the mental

states such as attitudes and desires of the actors involved in the story.

This requires logical inference or common sense based reasoning. [122,

123] try to predict the intents and reactions of the actors involved.

Whereas, [121] try to find out whether the goals of the actors were

fulfilled.

4. What is the intention of the narrator in sharing their story?

Fu et al.[48] proposed the task of identifying the intention of the nar-

rator behind sharing the story. They try to find out why the story is
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shared by the narrator by analyzing how the story is constructed. In

particular, they work on the narratives which are shared with the pur-

pose of seeking advice, as can be seen in the PN example from Table

2.1. The task differs from the previous tasks as the predicted informa-

tion (the advice-seeking question) is not explicitly mentioned in the

narrative. In other terms, it tries to capture extradiegetic aspects of

the narrative.

Now we describe in brief, the tasks of Emotional State Detection (in

terms of Valence) and Emotion Carriers Detection and try to position

them in the above categories.

1. What is the narrator’s Emotional State? As described earlier,

the tracking of user’s emotional state may provide insights into the

mental health of the user, we propose a task of predicting user emo-

tional state after recollection of a narrative (narrative level). In this

thesis, we also explore the valence after narrating each segment of a

narrative (segment level), but for the purpose of positioning the task in

the ANU categories, we consider only the narrative level analysis. We

capture the Emotional State through a numeric valence score. This

information may or may not be captured explicitly in the content.

Even if the information is present in the form of cues such as “I’m

excited” or “I was feeling nervous”, some reasoning is required to get

a numeric score. Also, the valence depends not only on the content of

the current narrative but also the context like previous recollections,

the speech context and the external context like the setup in which

the PNs are collected. The closest category of tasks would be the 4th

category as the task tries to capture some extradiegetic aspects. But

for the valence prediction task, additional context information is also

helpful. [132] performed a similar task on personal narratives.
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2. Which spans of the narrative explain the current emotional

state? In this task, we try to identify the Emotion Carriers, which

include entities like characters and events (e.g. “father”, “exam”, etc.)

that manifest the valence of the narrator. This information has to be

derived from the content of the narrative. Thus the information can

be categorized to be intradiegetic. But the extraction requires logical

and common sense reasoning. We can categorize this task into the

3rd category, provided that we have already predicted the emotional

valence.

Consider the eaxample of a Personal Narrative from Fu et al.[48], in

the Table 2.1. For this example, Table 2.2 shows the differences between

different ANU tasks discussed above.
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Chapter 3

Personal Narratives and Emotion

Carriers

In this chapter we study about Personal Narratives (PN), their properties,

and how they are different from other genres. We investigate how PNs

are used in psychotherapy and general mental well-being. In the second

part, we introduce the concept of Emotion Carriers (EC) in the context

of PNs, explain the motivation from the theory of emotion concepts from

psychology, and compare with other established emotion analysis tasks.

3.1 Personal Narratives

3.1.1 Narratives

A narrative is a telling of a true or fictitious event or connected sequence

of events or experiences, recounted by a narrator to a narratee [152]. Some

examples of fictitious narratives include fairy-tale, story, epic, whereas the

true narratives include episode, vignette, travelogue, biography, personal

diary, etc. A narrative could be as short as an account of a single event

(e.g. a short note from a personal diary or a brief news item) or could be

as long as a novel.
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3.1.2 Personal Narratives

In this thesis, we focus on Personal Narratives (PN), which include recol-

lection of events, facts, emotions, or thoughts felt or experienced by the

narrator him/herself. People share PNs in the form of stories to themselves

and to others to place daily experiences in context and make meaning of

them [86]. Personal narratives contain rich information about the user,

useful for various different applications. The field of Automatic Narrative

Understanding (ANU) aims at understanding narratives and extracting the

information as per the target application needs. Different applications need

to analyze narratives from different perspectives. For example, as studied

in the section 2.2, [48] investigate a type of personal narrative which people

share to seek advice from others. In this scenario, the ANU is tasked to

find the narrator’s intention behind sharing the narrative, in the form of

an advice-seeking question. Table 2.1 shows an example of a PN shared

by a narrator for the purpose of seeking advice. Travelogues is another

context in which PNs are common, where the bloggers write their positive

and negative experiences about a trip they went to. There has been grow-

ing number of community forums and applications such as Vent1, where

users post PNs to express their emotions and experiences with others. In

these forums, users can read other users’ PNs, connect with them, respond

to them by sharing their PNs or what they did in a similar situations or

wish them in case of a positive experience. As PNs convey emotional in-

formation, they are also widely explored in psychotherapy and thus also in

well-being applications. In this thesis, we explore emotion analysis of PNs

and study how it is used in psychotherapy, with the aim of building an

automated emotion analysis system that extracts emotional information

useful for psychotherapy and general mental well-being.

1https://www.vent.co/
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Italian (original) English Translation

Mi ha telefonato Maria ieri pomeriggio e

mi ha chiesto di vederci oggi a pranzo.

Non può immaginare quanto ero felice di

questo ma nello stesso tempo molto agi-

tato perché da quando la nostra relazione

è finita non abbiamo più trascorso in-

sieme l’intervallo di pranzo, come face-

vamo quando eravamo insieme. Avevo

paura che volesse recriminare e se fosse

stato cos̀ı non avrei saputo difendermi. In-

vece è stato un pranzo piacevole, lei non

sembra più essere arrabbiata con me e

questo mi ha molto rassicurato. Però con-

tinuo a sentirmi in colpa per il modo in cui

è finita la nostra relazione. Ieri mentre er-

avamo al ristorante pensavo che per il mio

stupido tradimento ho perso una ragazza

molto intelligente, carina e che mi piace

ancora. Ho sbagliato e mi vergogno.

Maria called me yesterday afternoon, she

asked me to meet today for lunch. You

cannot imagine how happy I was about

this but, at the same time, very nervous

because since our relationship ended we

have not spent the lunch break together,

as we did when we were together. I was

afraid that she wanted to complain and if

that were the case, I would not have been

able to defend myself. Instead, it was a

pleasant lunch, she no longer seems to be

angry with me and this reassured me a lot.

But I still feel guilty about the way our re-

lationship ended. Yesterday while we were

at the restaurant, I thought that for my

stupid betrayal I have lost a highly intelli-

gent, nice girl who I still like. I was wrong

and I am ashamed.

Table 3.1: An emotional experience in the form of a Personal Narrative (PN) shared by

a client to an independent psychotherapist, during a session. The PN is post-processed

for anonymization and better readability.
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3.1.3 Complexity

While most NLP tasks focus on domains such as news, microblogs, and re-

views, the domain of personal narratives has received a very little attention

from the research community. Personal narratives are more complex in-

formation sources compared to other domains as they are typically longer,

have complex discourse structure, and contain multiple sub-events. More-

over, each sub-event has attributes (such as characters, entities involved

in the sub-event), the narrator’s reactions and emotions expressed in the

narrative. Dealing with this complexity is a challenge that we try to tackle

in our tasks.

3.1.4 PNs and Other Genres

We compare other genres which are relevant to PNs that we consider in

this thesis, yet different. These genres may include reviews of products,

movies, hotels, or restaurants; blogs and vlogs about a travel experience;

or social media posts. News is another genre which got attention in the

emotion analysis studies.

Social Media Posts is the most widely used genre in the emotion anal-

ysis studies because of the easy availability of the data and the personal

nature of the content. Users of a social media platform share information

such as events from their personal lives, latest news, their views and opin-

ions about something, and memes. Usually limits are put on the visibility

of the post (target audience) based on the content, by the user. The post

may involve different modalities such as text, images, and videos. The

posts which are most relevant to the PNs considered in our work, are the

ones about the personal events. In fact, these posts contain rich infor-

mation useful for understanding and keeping track of the user’s emotional

state. However these posts tend to be short in length (some platforms like
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twitter put limit on the number of words), concise (typically involving a

single event), and less complex as opposed to the PNs we study in this the-

sis, which are long containing multiple events and sub-events and consist

of complex discourse structure, as explained in Section 3.1.3.

Reviews, for example of products, are usually the opinions of the cus-

tomers about the product after experiencing or using the product. The

customers post their views usually on e-commerce platforms, or also on so-

cial media in case of extra ordinary cases (very un/satisfactory experience),

with the purpose of helping other buyers in making the buying decision by

providing them information regarding the positive and negative experiences

with the product. The reviews could be written with different structures

such as overall rating on a scale of 5 and a list of positive and negative

points, a list of adjectives as keywords, or an elaborate experience focusing

on different aspects of the products. As the reviews are usually based on

the personal experiences of the customers, the structure sometimes consist

of a story which may include preface like the reason for buying the product

(‘I bought this toy as a Christmas gift for my granddaughter’), the emo-

tions and reactions (‘She was surprised when she opened the box, as she

always wanted that doll. She loved it!’), comment on the overall quality

and a specific aspect (‘The product is very nice and creative, but is made

of very cheap material. I don’t think that the plastic is BPA free’), an

event/incidence (‘The hand of the doll came out within a few days! She

was so sad, as she got attached to it. But I’m happy that she is no more

playing with the toxic plastic!’), the final verdict and advice to other buyers

(‘Overall a nice concept but a very poor quality for a huge price tag! Very

disappointed! I highly discourage others from buying it.’ Although, this

type of story-like reviews can be considered as personal narratives, as they

might contain emotions, series of events, and characters, for the purpose

of this thesis, we do not further explore them. These reviews are focused
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on the product and also the emotions are expressed to convey the impact

level (positive/negative) of the product on the daily life. There is a scope

for applying our work on emotion analysis (explained later in section 3.2 of

this chapter) on these PNs, which could help the manufacturers in market

research, to understand the critical issues in the product so that they can

work on fixing the issues while the analysis of positive stories could be

used for better marketing. We are interested in PNs that provide useful

information for the well-being of the user.

3.1.5 PNs in psychotherapy

Rich information provided through PNs can help better understand the

emotional state of the narrator, thus PNs are frequently used in psychother-

apy [8]. Often, in psychotherapy sessions, clients are invited by therapists

to tell their stories/PNs [64]. Through PNs, clients provide therapists with

a rough idea of their orientation toward life and the events and pressures

surrounding the problem at hand [64]. The recollection and novel inter-

pretation of PNs is a key feature of psycho-therapeutic approaches [149].

Many studies found the mere act of recollection of personal experiences

in an emotional way by speaking or writing them down to be therapeutic,

which brings about improvements in mental and physical health [109, 108].

The use of narratives in psychotherapy is rooted in the association between

mood and recollection of episodic memories [138]. Earlier work showed an

interrelation between personal storytelling and self reported affect (mood)

as well as mental health and word use in PNs [125, 124]. In Table 3.1,

we show a real example of a personal narrative collected by an indepen-

dent psychotherapist, during a psychotherapy session. We can see that the

narrator is sharing rich information which contains recollecting an event

which affected the narrator, varying emotions can be observed in the rec-

ollection, information about a character from the event and the status of
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his relationship with the character is also shared. Note that the narrative

has been post-processed for anonymization and better readability.

3.1.6 Well-being Applications

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is a widely used methodological in-

tervention approach in psychotherapy. It is based on the intuition that it is

not the events that directly generate certain emotions in the clients but how

these events are cognitively processed and evaluated and how irrational or

dysfunctional beliefs influence this process [101]. A commonly used tech-

nique in CBT, involves identifying the event that has caused the patient a

certain emotion by eliciting PNs from patients using questions from a set

protocol. Once dysfunctional thoughts are identified, the patient is guided

on how to change them or find more rational and/or functional thoughts

[131]. Interventions like CBT have a set protocol, thus making it possible

to partially or completely provide or support the therapy using automated

applications. There’s a growing interest in mental well-being applications,

many of which are conversational. These applications elicit PNs from the

users, by asking questions, similar to the CBT protocol. The cognitive dis-

tortions are identified and a CBT tool or technique is then recommended

to the user. Some applications also ask users to maintain a digital diary.

Diary is a popular life-logging tool for storing memories and aiding recol-

lection [87, 133]. Diaries have shown to improve adherence by increasing

the consciousness of the patients about their condition. They have proven

to be very effective in gaining deep insights into a patient’s well-being and

can be used by a doctor or a therapist to learn about the patient’s behavior

and routines [53].
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3.2 Emotion Carriers

In this thesis, we work on analysis of PNs mainly focusing on the emotional

aspects. We perform emotion analysis such as emotion state recognition

and their linguistic manifestations such as Emotion Carriers. In this section

we introduce the Emotion Carriers in the context of PNs.

3.2.1 Definition

We define Emotion Carriers (EC) in the context of spoken or written PNs

as the speech or text spans that explain and carry the emotions felt by

the narrator during the recollection. The spans may include mentions of

persons, objects, places, or events that might have affected the emotional

state of the narrator, but not the emotion words themselves. In a small

fragment of PN, “I experienced a bit of distress in the office, because

talking with colleagues makes me anxious”, the ECs ‘the office’ and

‘talking with colleagues’ manifest the narrator’s emotional state of being

‘anxious’. ECs capture fine-grained emotion information, which could be

useful in applications like empathetic conversational agents (Fig 1.1 shows

a demo application).

3.2.2 Motivation - psychology:

According to [98], “Concepts” are mental representations of categories of

entities (natural and artifactual), situations, experience, and action. Con-

cepts facilitates encoding memory retrieval process, and thus is important

and widely studied in psychology and cognitive science. Every person has

their own definitions in terms of concepts associated with the surrounding

objects and events, helping them parse the inputs like visuals of seeing

someone as pleasant or unpleasant based on their concepts of that person

and the activity being performed. Concepts are useful for understanding
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emotions of others, to know how the emotions have come about, and what

can be done to alter or celebrate them. Emotional concepts define different

emotions for each person differently [98]. There have been several efforts

on modeling emotion concepts. One key aspect, the model should be able

to account for, is the notion of personal constructs, which allows different

persons to have different definitions of the same emotional concept. The

Emotion Carriers are conceptualized to allow for personalization in con-

trast to other models such as a list of basic emotion categories [39], that

are universally defined, without any personal aspect to it. Emotion carri-

ers have innate personalization as they are defined for PNs which contain

personal sentiments and emotions regarding their own experiences, events,

and related participants.

3.2.3 Different Emotion Analysis Tasks

Emotion analysis is widely studied in Speech, NLP, and psychology. There

are different emotion analysis concepts and tasks, proposed by researchers.

In this section, we study well established topics related to emotion analysis,

categorize them, and compare with Emotion Carriers.

Emotion Detection

Most works on emotion analysis have focused on the task of identifying the

emotional states (commonly known as emotion detection) of the narrator

or the author, the characters or the participants involved, and the listener

or the reader, using combinations [116] of the text [156], speech [134, 6],

visual features such as facial expressions and gestures [70], or bio-signals

being analyzed.

Emotional state can be represented in different ways (known as emo-

tion models) based on many parameters such as emotion type and emotion

intensity [98, 129]. Emotion models provide structures to define different
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human emotions using some scores, ranks, or dimensions. [129] have ex-

tensively studied literature and listed many different emotion models being

used for research. Majority of the emotion models can be broadly classi-

fied into two types - Categorical and Dimensional [19]. The Categorical

emotion models consists of a predefined list of discrete emotion categories.

Researchers define categories as per the purpose of the study or the appli-

cation. In the literature we find many different propositions on the number

of emotion categories ranging from five (Anger, anxiety, disgust, happiness,

sadness) proposed by [99] or more commonly used Ekman’s six basic emo-

tions (Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) [41] up to as large as

705 hierarchically structured, fine-grained categories from the recent Vent2

social media platform, focused on emotional well-being of it’s users [85].

The Dimensional approach define a set of numeric measurable parameters

as the dimensions, and the emotions are defined using these dimensions.

Most dimensional emotion models use a subset (1, 2, or 3) of dimensions

from - ‘valence’ (indicates the extent of positivity or negativity of an emo-

tion), ‘arousal’ (indicates the excitement level or physical agitation of an

emotion) and ‘dominance’ (indicates the level of control over an emotion)

[120, 20, 128].

Emotion detection is an important and useful task in diverse domains.

It can be used to understand customer satisfaction through reviews, or

empathetic response generation by a conversational agent. It can also be

used to understand user’s emotions behind social media posts. In our

scenario of Personal Narratives, a mental well-being application may keep

track of the user’s emotional state and may also generate a summarized

report for a psychotherapist. As explained in the Figure 3.1, the emotion

state tells us the emotions felt by the narrator, whereas the ECs explain

this emotional state through text or speech spans from the PNs. We find

2https://www.vent.co/
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the emotion state as an important emotion analysis task, it complements

the emotion carriers, thus combining the two, provides us with a fine-

grained emotion analysis. In the Figure 1.1 (from Chapter 1), we show an

use-case of a conversational agent that makes use of emotion state of the

user (angry), to generate the first part of the response “sorry to hear that”,

whereas using an EC (the boss), it generates the next part of the response

“Can you tell me more about your relationship with your boss”, to elicit

more information relevant for better understanding of the emotional state.

Figure 3.1: Comparison of different emotion analysis tasks

Emotion Lexicon

There have been several efforts to associate emotions and sentiments with

words, to build large lexicons. In these lexicons, the associated emotions

are generic, in the sense that these are universally accepted word-emotion

associations in most common situations. The word ‘love’ would usually be

associated with positive emotions whereas ‘hate’ would be associated with

a negative emotion.

One line of work in this domain is on Emotion, Emotion-Related,

and Emotion-Laden words. There have been different propositions by

researchers on which group of words to annotate (such as Nouns and Ad-
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jectives [150]) and what approach (propositional or componential [103])

to use to assign emotions to the words. [106] performed an in-depth

study on various propositions from the literature and come up with an

approach that allows them to differentiate the two word types(emotion

and emotion-laden words), based on their functions. They identify Emo-

tion Words as words that directly refer to a particular affective/emotional

states (“happy”, “angry”) or processes (“to worry”, “to rage”), and func-

tion to either describe(“she is sad”) or express them (“I feel sad”). In this

definition, they exclude the Emotion-Related words (“tear”, “tantrum”,

“to scream”) that describe behaviors related to particular emotions with-

out explicitly mentioning them. Whereas the Emotion-Laden words do

not refer to the emotions directly but instead express(“jerk”, “loser”) or

elicit emotions from the interlocutors (“death”, “cancer”). These are com-

monly further sub-categorized into: (a)taboo and swearwords or expletives

(“piss”, “shit”), (b)insults (“idiot”, “creep”), (c)(childhood) reprimands

(“behave”, “stop”) (d)endearments (“darling”, “honey”), (e)aversive words

(“spider”, “death”), and (f)interjections(“yuk”, “ouch”). The boundaries

of these subcategories are not rigid as the words may reflect different

emotions depending on the context [106]. Some important lexicons in-

clude English Emotion words in [69], Italian emotion words and ratings

in [104] and for French words and ratings can be found in [97]. Further-

more many relevant databases for English could be found at - https:

//www.reilly-coglab.com/data

Another well-known and widely used work in this domain is a computer

software Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)3 [107], sup-

porting many (more than 15) languages including the ones we explore in

this thesis English, German and Italian. There are dictionaries for each lan-

guage with words categorized in three levels of word-categories. Categories

3https://www.liwc.app/
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of the latest (2022) version can be found in Table 2 of [16]. The top level

in the hierarchy includes categories such as Standard Linguistic Dimen-

sions, Psychological Processes, and Personal Concerns. These categories

are further divided into sub-categories. The software takes a document as

an input, checks each word against the dictionary and returns a percent-

age for each category, representing how much the document relates to the

category. For example, the word smile falls into five categories: happiness,

positive emotion, cognitive processing, social orientation and psychological

distancing. Researchers usually focus only on a subset of relevant cate-

gories to the domain, selected manually. For example the works focusing

on mental and physical health find these four categories most influential:

i) self-referencing words; ii) social words; iii) positive emotion words; and,

iv) negative emotion words [125, 109, 62, 119, 127]. LIWC is widely used

in psychology research, for tasks such as depression [55] and autism [78]

detection. It was first introduced to be able to automatically analyze (from

a linguistic perspective, to find trends and traits from) a large number of

PNs collected to find correlation between the recollection of emotional PNs

and it’s health effects, as explained in Section 3.1.

Some other lines of works relevant to the domain of Emotion Lexicons

include the works on Affective Events and Sentiment Lexicons like

senti-wordnet. Recently, there has been a growing interest in the iden-

tification and analysis of Affective Events (AE)- activities or states that

positively or negatively affect people who experience them, from written

texts such as narratives and blogs [34, 35] (eg. ‘I broke my arm’ is a

negative experience whereas ‘I broke a record’ is a positive one.). Af-

fectEventKB is a knowledge base of events extracted from personal stories

which were identified from web blogs. Each event is represented using a

frame-like tuple which consists 4 fields: Agent, Predicate, Theme, Prep-

Phrase(PP), and associated with universally accepted affective properties
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such as emotion polarity [36]. Whereas SentiWordnet is a lexical resource

specifically devised for supporting sentiment classification and opinion min-

ing applications [11]. In SentiWordnet, synsets from wordents are enriched

by assigning sentiment polarity.

As can be seen in the Figure 3.1, all different emotion lexicons we stud-

ied, are static, in the sense that the emotion analysis of words or tuples is

performed without considering the surrounding context, which may com-

pletely change the meaning of the word or the tuple. For example, the

word ‘mad’ would be considered as positive in the sentence ‘He is mad for

her’ whereas it would be considered negative in a situation like ‘The king is

mad, he makes rash decisions’. Although we get probabilities for different

emotion categories, the probabilities are based on general distribution, and

not for our particular context. Whereas with Emotion Carriers, we capture

entities and events presented in text spans that explain the current emo-

tional state of the narrator. These spans may not even have any affective

properties in the emotion lexicons (neutral), but in our particular context,

they carry emotions felt by the narrator.

Emotion Cause Extraction

Fine-grained analysis of emotions is still in it’s early stages. One such task

is of Emotion Cause Extraction (ECE), which primarily aims at identifying

an emotion span that represents an emotion, and a single or multiple cause

spans from the text that might have triggered or caused the emotion [155,

71], as in this example from [57]: “< cause > Talking about his honours,

< /cause > Mr. Zhu is so < emotion > proud < /emotion >.” The

emotion and cause spans were commonly restricted to clauses [37, 44, 82]

until recently a few works explored text spans of any possible length [83,

51]. The ECE task has mainly focused textual genres such as news [147,

58] and microblogs [49] but never focused on spoken or textual PNs. As
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explained in the Section 3.1.3, PNs have complex structure, consisting of

multiple sub-events along with the associated attributes. In such a complex

sequence of sub-events, it is difficult to associate the emotion clause with

the corresponding event. It was one of the main shortcomings in the work

by [57], they call it the problem of cascading events. Moreover, the emotion

identified in the ECE task is usually of the characters involved in the text

(when the actual event took place), whereas in our scenario the emotions

are of the narrator while recollecting the event. Also, except for a very

few recent works that identify emotion categories instead of emotion spans

[147], ECE, in general requires the emotion to be explicitly expressed in a

text span, but in PNs, the narrator’s emotions are often implicit and may

not have a direct indication in the text.
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Chapter 4

Personal Narratives Datasets

In Chapter 3 we defined Personal Narratives (PN), their qualitative prop-

erties, looked at some examples, and studied how emotion analysis of PNs

is a valuable task. In this chapter, we will discuss different datasets con-

sisting of PNs that we use in our work as well as some other datasets that

can be explored for the emotion analysis. We will study the datasets from

different perspectives such as the target application, the selection of par-

ticipants, the methods used for the elicitation of PNs, and the annotations

provided with the dataset. The datasets and their characteristics are sum-

marized in Table 4.1. The first three datasets USoM, USoM-Elderly, and

COADAPT will be part of the analysis and computational models we will

investigate in this thesis.

4.1 Explored Datasets

In this section, we describe the datasets that we use in our experiments

and studies.
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Dataset Lang. Participants Elicitation
Inputs/

modalities
Annotation

USoM German university students (18-36 yrs)
positive and negative

situation questions
Audio self-assessed valence and arousal

USoM-Elderly Getrman Elderly (60-95 yrs.)
positive and negative

situation questions

Audio, Video,

physiological signals

self: valence and arousal,

experts: continuous live valence and arousal

PHA-CBT Italian Psychotherapy clients (33-61 yrs.)
ABC questionnaire

from CBT protocol
Text self: emotion category

MEMOA Dutch Elderly (65-85 yrs) AMR, LSB, IAPS
Audio, Video,

physiological signals

expert: fragmentation

expert: Valence of Emotional Memory signals

SEND English university students
positive and negative

events

Audio, Video,

physiological signals

self: continuous offline valence,

AMT: continuous offline valence

User Diaries Italian Hypertensive and normotensive user initiative Text
self: stress level,

experts: stress level

Table 4.1: Different datasets of Personal Narratives collected by different research groups,

relevant for the emotion analysis studies. The first three datasets are further explored

in this thesis for experiments related to annotation and building automated tools. The

columns from left to right represent, the name of the dataset, the language used in the

dataset, the important characteristics of the narrators, the elicitation method used for elic-

iting the narratives from the narrators, the input modalities (provided with the dataset),

and the annotation (self: self-assessed annotation; experts: annotation by experts; AMT:

annotation by turkers from amazon mechanical turk) provided with the dataset.

4.1.1 The Ulm State of Mind corpus (USoM)

Ulm State-of-Mind in Speech (USoMs) is a database of spoken PNs in Ger-

man, along with the self-assessed valence and arousal scores, collected by

the department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, University of

Ulm [125]. A part of the dataset was used and released in the Self-Assessed

Affect Sub-challenge, a part of the Interspeech 2018 Computational Par-

alinguistics Challenge (ComParE) [132]. The task was to predict the nar-

rator’s valence score provided a short speech fragment (8 seconds) of the

narrative.

The data consists of 100 speakers (students) (85 f, 15 m, age 18-36

years, mean 22.3 years, std. dev. 3.6 years). The students recollected two

negative and two positive PNs, each with a duration of about 5 minutes.

As summarized in Fig 4.1, before and after recording each narrative, the

participants self-assessed valence (spanning from negative to positive) and
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Figure 4.1: Data collection process in the Ulm State of Mind (USoM) corpus: participants

were asked to self-report their affect (At0), then recount a negative narrative (N1,−),

report their affect (At1), recount another negative narrative (N2,−), report their affect

(At2), recount a positive narrative (N3,+), report their affect (At3), recount a positive

narrative (N4,+) and report their affect one final time (At4).

arousal (spanning from sleepy to excited) using the affect grid [128] on

a 10-point Likert scale. The narratives were transcribed manually. The

number of tokens in PNs vary from 292 to 1536 (mean: 820; std: 208).

Following prompts were used to elicit the narratives 1) Negative narra-

tive: “Please remember a time in your life when you were facing a seem-

ingly unsolvable problem and report as detailed as possible over the next

five minutes”. 2) Positive narrative:“Please report of a time in your life

were you found a solution, where you felt powerful, happy, and content.

Describe that story in-depth over the next five minutes”.

4.1.2 USoM Elderly Dataset

USoM Elderly Dataset consists of German spoken PNs. The “Ulm State

of Mind Elderly” cross-sectional study (Dec 2018 through Apr 2019) was

conducted by the department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy,

University of Ulm. Analogous to USoM [125], they collected German spo-

ken PNs with the purpose of building emotion detection systems, however

this time by elderly persons.

Each participant was asked to recollect four experiences from his or her
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Figure 4.2: USoM elderly data collection process: The self assessed affect values were

collected before, after and in the middle of each narrative (eight times), whereas the

continuous annotation was performed throughout, using joysticks.

life and was instructed to talk about each of these situations for three min-

utes, which was captured on audio and video. In the first two experiences,

the participants were instructed to talk about a problematic situation (neg-

ative narratives, problem situation) and in the other two stories, the par-

ticipants were asked to remember a situation that included a solution of a

problem (positive narratives, solution situation). The physiological activi-

ties including parameters such as skin conductance, heart rate, respiratory

rate, and blood pressure of the participants were also measured using bio-

sensors.

As described in Figure 4.2, along with the beginning and the end of each

narrative, the participants were also interrupted in the middle of the nar-

rative and were asked questions to collect self-assessed valence and arousal

based on Russell’s core affect [128]. Additionally, an external assessment

was conducted. Two independent and trained raters (psychologists with

Bachelor’s degree) evaluated the participants’ perceived valence and per-

ceived arousal during the narration by indicating a position on the Affect

Grid via joystick, which was continuously tracked. The values of the va-

lence and the arousal were in the range of [-1000, 1000] and were captured
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once every 0.5 seconds. We refer to this annotation as “continuous an-

notation”. Moreover, SF-12 and PHQ-8 self-report questionnaires were

collected from the participants.

The data includes 88 German-speaking participants (352 PNs), of whom

32 are men (36.4 %) and 56 women (63.6 %), with the age ranging from

60 to 95 years. The majority of the participants lived in small towns or

villages. The PNs collected are highly influenced by the regional dialects

used by the participants. This poses a major problem for processing data

using standard Speech and NLP tools, which are usually trained on non-

accented or standard German language. This dataset is not yet publicly

available.

Some studies have shown that older adults differ from younger adults

in their emotional experiences, regulation and expressions. Older adults

experience more complex emotions, express an increased positive affect or

have a greater emotional control [75]. With manual analysis we also find

the PNs from USoM-Elderly dataset to be more complex and varied as

compared to USoM-Young.

4.1.3 CBT-PHA dataset

This dataset was collected from the participants aged 33-61 years with

mild to moderate levels of stress, anxiety, or depression and were receiv-

ing Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) based psychotherapy through a

Personal Healthcare Agent (PHA) mobile application [31, 92]. As a part

of the CBT protocol, with ABC (Antecedent, Belief, Consequences) tech-

nique, psychotherapists try to identify the event that has caused the patient

a certain emotion using a questionnaire to define A) what, when and where

the event happened, B) the patient’s thoughts and beliefs about the event

and C) the emotion the patient has experienced regarding the event. Psy-

chotherapists then identify irrational thoughts of the patient and guide the
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Figure 4.3: CBT-PHA dataset collection process: The participants interact with the mo-

bile personal health care agent (PHA) to share personal recollections of their life events.

A one-on-one psychotherapy session is provided once a week for eight weeks. The ther-

apists elaborate on the patients’ personal narratives during the therapy session. ABC:

antecedents, beliefs, and consequences; PHA: mobile personal health care agent.

patient on how to change them or find more rational and/or functional

thoughts [131].

20 Italian speaking patients were provided with the mobile application

and a weekly psychotherapy session with a therapist, for a period of 8 weeks

for each patient. The data collection was spanned over 3 months in total.

The users were asked to write about the daily events that activated their

emotional state. For writing the note in the ABC format, the application

asked the relevant questions to the users. The users were also asked to

select the emotions they felt, from a predefined set, including the six basic
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emotions used in psychological experiments (Happiness, Anger, Sadness,

Fear, Disgust and Surprise) [40], and two other complex emotional states

(Embarrassment and Shame). As the A, B, and C notes are about the same

events, they are later combined together to consider them as complete

PNs. While providing support to the participants, the psychotherapists

also make use of the ABC notes collected from the participant using the

PHA application. At the end of the experiment, 224 ABC notes were

collected from 20 users giving 92 complete PNs (if any of A, B or C note

is missing, it is not considered a complete PN). 18 out of 92 events were

provided with an emotion label. The data collection process is summarized

in the Figure 4.3, borrowed from [31].

Later, the experiment was further extended for three months with an-

other set of users. Combining the two experiments of 3 months, 481 per-

sonal narratives written by 45 Italian speaker users were collected, with

the average length of 51 tokens per narrative and overall dictionary size

of 5875 tokens. The dataset was collected as a part of the COADAPT (a

European Union’s Horizon 2020 project). This dataset is not yet publicly

available.

This is a unique dataset since it is collected within a longitudinal study

(the data for each user was collected for over 8 weeks). With longitudinal

emotion analysis we might find interesting trends in the emotional states

of the patient. Another possibility is to analyze how the patient’s relation

with a character or any entity from the PNs, changes over time.

4.2 Other Datasets

While we investigate three datasets of PNs for our experiments, there are

a few other datasets that include collections of PNs in different domains,

collected for different applications or studies related to emotion analysis.
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We summarize four such datasets that we think are relevant for fine-grained

emotion analysis.

1. MEMOA dataset: The Multi-Modal Emotional Memories of Older

Adults database [94] consists of positive and negative memories of

older adults elicited through two emotion relieving tasks: 1) autobio-

graphical memory recall in the first session and 2) life story books to

discuss these memories in depth in the second session. The data is in

Dutch. The first sessions were audio taped whereas audio, video, and

physiological data were recorded for the second sessions. The authors

present an Valence of Emotional Memory (VEM) annotation scheme

for emotional memories and the challenges involved in the annotation.

Different emotion reliving tasks were used to elicit emotional memo-

ries. The session-1 consisted of autobiographical memory recall - a

word association task [153], in which two practice words (grass and

bread) and then two emotional words (sad and happy were presented

to which three specific emotional memories had to be recalled by the

participant. A photograph or document for each emotional memory

were also collected, to be used in session-2. For the session-2, the Life

Story Book (LSB)[151, 154, 42] and International Affective Picture

System (IAPS)[81] were used for the purpose of elicitation. In LSB,

a personalized digital story book containing the pictures and verbal

prompts from the first session was created and presented to the par-

ticipant to elicit positive and negative emotions and their expressions

about the memories in greater detail. With IAPS, Six standardized

pictures (three sad and three happy) were presented to elicit emotions.

The database includes 23 participants (65 to 85 years old) producing

11 hours of audio/video in first sessions and 27 hours in the second

sessions. In second sessions, self-reported valence and arousal was col-

lected and physiological signals were captured. This data was later
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fragmented and annotated with the VEM annotation scheme and built

automatic models for identification of valence using acoustic and lex-

ical features [95].

2. SEND dataset: The Stanford Emotional Narratives Dataset [102]

is a set of rich, multimodal videos of self-paced, unscripted emotional

narratives, annotated for emotional valence over time. The language

used in the narratives is English. SENDv1 is available at https://

github.com/StanfordSocialNeuroscienceLab/SEND. Participants

were asked to recollect 3 positive and 3 negatives events from their

lives, in a self-paced manner: the participants were alone in the room,

and were allowed to talk for as long as they wanted about each event.

During the recollection, audio, video and physiological signals were

collected, although the physiological signals are not published with

the data. Later the participants were presented with their recorded

sessions and were asked to annotate the valence they felt while recol-

lecting the event, for the entire duration of the clip, on a continuous

scale from -1 (very negative) to +1 (very positive), by sliding a slide-

bar. The same clips were also annotated by on avg 20.5 turkers from

Amazon Mechanical Turk. The turkers were also presented the same

video clips and were asked to annotate the valence that they think

the participant might have felt during the recollection. After data fil-

tering, the dataset includes 193 clips from 49 participants (mean age:

23.7 std:7.9). Manual transcriptions of the clips using a professional

service is also provided.

3. User Diaries: With the aim of building automatic detection of stress

levels from the user diaries, [52] collected digital diaries from 10 hy-

pertensive and 10 normotensive adults for 10 days each. Participants

were instructed to maintain a periodic electronic diary to capture daily
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Figure 4.4: SEND dataset collection process: First, 3 positive and 3 negative Personal

Narratives were recollected by the narrators. The speech, video and physiological sig-

nals were recorded using a microphone, camera and bio-sensors. Later, the continuous

annotation of the narratives was performed to identify the narrator’s perceived valence

while recollecting the narratives by the narrators and AMT-turkers, based on the recorded

videos.

events, interactions, mood and reflections either as free text, or taking

vocal notes which were later transcribed by the system. The partici-

pants were also instructed to record their perceived stress levels at reg-

ular intervals – twice a day. The data consists of 245 self-annotations

of reported stress from the participants. Of these, 154 sessions were

annotated as low stress and 91 sessions were annotated as high stress.

Physiological signals of the users were also collected during the 10

days of experiments, with an Empatica E3 wearable wristband. The

collection also involves 465 text-based diary entries which can be con-

sidered as Personal Narratives, with 263 diary entries taken during

the sessions annotated as low stress and 202 diary entries taken during

sessions marked as high stress. The diary entries were also manually

annotated by three psychologists, for the stress levels.

4. Some other datasets include “Counseling and Psychotherapy Tran-

scripts” published by Alexander Street Press. It is a dataset of 4000

therapy session transcriptions on various topics, used as a resource for

therapists in-training 1. The dataset doesn’t come with any annota-

tions. [113] collected a dataset of 277 Motivational Interviewing (MI)

1https://alexanderstreet.com/
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session videos and obtained the transcriptions for each session either

directly from the data source, or by recruiting AMT workers.
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Chapter 5

Annotation Experiments

In this chapter we perform human annotation of different personal narra-

tives datasets discussed in Chapter 4 with emotional states of the narra-

tors felt during recollection of the narrative and the emotion carriers that

manifest the emotional states. Multiple annotation protocols are proposed

based on the input modalities and the performance of the off-the-shelf NLP

tools on the data to cater to differences in the datasets. Written PNs tend

to be well structured and contain grammatically well formed sentences as

compared to the spoken PNs, thus affecting the performance of the NLP

tools. In this chapter we, propose three annotation protocols. First pro-

tocol is designed for the annotation of emotion carriers from the textual

transcriptions of spoken PNs, and applied to the USoM dataset. We find

the main shortcoming of first protocol to be the high complexity and less

subjectivity of the annotation task. In the next two protocols we impro-

vise on the first protocol and try to resolve the issues involved. In these

protocols the PNs were first divided into smaller meaningful segments, and

later annotated with emotional valence and emotion carriers. The second

annotation scheme was designed for spoken PNs such as USoM-elderly

corpus, to consider speech context while performing the annotation, as an

enhancement over text-based annotation of the USoM corpus. Whereas,
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the third annotation scheme was designed for the textual PNs and the ex-

periments were performed on the PHA-CBT (Italian) corpus. We study

each protocol in details in the next sections. The annotations are later used

to build automated tools for identification of valence and emotion carriers

from PNs.

5.1 Protocol 1: Narrative Level EC-Span Annotation

of Textual Transcriptions of spoken PNs

5.1.1 Motivation

As explained in Section 4.1.1, the USoM corpus includes the narrators’

self-assessed ratings of valence and arousal before and after recollecting

each PN. In one of our study, we worked on the automatic prediction of

the self assessed valence of the narrator after the recollection each PN

using the textual transcriptions, while also taking into consideration, the

other narratives recounted by the same narrator (as additional context)

[141]. While performing the analysis, we observed that in different ma-

chine learning models (Support Vector Machine, Attention-based neural

sequence tagger) trained to predict valence from transcriptions of PNs,

concepts beyond sentiment words (sad, happy) were found to be useful

(with the analysis of attention weights in the attention based architecture

whereas top tf-idf ngrams, in the case of SVM). These concepts included

terms such as characters (e.g. grandfather, a friend), locations (e.g. swim-

ming pool) and events (e.g. high school exam). As the task of the models

was to predict the emotional state of the narrator, we observed that these

concepts played the role of explaining and carrying the emotional state of

the person. We identified these concepts as Emotion Carriers. We per-

formed deep analysis and studied them from psychology perspective and
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introduced the concept of Emotion Carriers in the Chapter 3.

5.1.2 Context

Inspired by such evidence, in this first experiment/protocol, we investigate

the possibility of annotating emotion carriers in PNs from the USoM cor-

pus. (This work has been published in the LREC-2020 conference [142].)

In this experiment, even though the speech is available with the corpus, as

the audio may not be available in other corpora, for better generalizability

we perform annotation on the textual transcriptions. In this annotation

scheme, even though it is more relevant to us, we do not provide the anno-

tators with a pre-selected list of noun or verb phrases to select from. We

give them the freedom to select text segments they feel are most impor-

tant for our task. We believe that the pre-selection of spans could build

bias in annotators towards specific fragments while there could be other

text-fragments which are more important emotion carriers. This being an

exploratory experiment, we would like annotators to annotate without any

bias. Also, being spoken narratives, the automated tools to extract the

noun and verb phrases may produce errors, thus affecting the annotation

quality. Each narrative is annotated by four annotators. All the annotators

are native German speakers and hold a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology.

They have been specifically trained to perform the task.

5.1.3 Guidelines and Protocol

One entire narrative at a time is presented to the annotator, along with

the emotion polarity for which it was elicited (Positive or Negative). The

annotation task involves the selection of the emotion carrying text spans

as perceived by the annotator. We provide annotators with the guidelines

to follow while performing the task.
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We ask them to select sequences of adjacent words (one or more) in

the text that best explain why the narrative is positive or negative for the

narrator. We are particularly interested in words that play an important

role in the story, such as:

• People (e.g.‘mother’, ‘uncle John’, ‘my best friend’); Locations (‘uni-

versity’, ‘our old school’); Objects (e.g. ‘guitar’, ‘my first computer’);

Events (‘exam’, ‘swimming class’, ‘prom night’)

• A clause that can include a verb and nouns (e.g. ‘Mary broke my

heart’, ‘I lost my guitar’, ‘I failed the admission exam’)

They have to select a minimum of three such text spans for each narrative.

We also provide them with the best practices to be followed:

• We ask them to annotate the contentful words (‘university’, ‘mother’)

preferably over pronouns (‘she’, ‘her’, ‘it’)

• If the same term is present multiple times, they are asked to annotate

the first instance of the same concept and to avoid repetition.

• To make sure if something needs to be added or removed from the list

of selected fragments, the annotators are asked to make sure:

– If a person who has not read the narrative can understand why

the event was positive or negative just by looking at the list of

spans they have selected. If not, they have to check if something

is missing.

– They are asked to ensure that there are no repetitions in the list

and that there are no spans, which are not central to the narrative.

• As the annotators already know if the narrative is positive or neg-

ative, we ask them to annotate the feelings (emotion words) only if
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they are more informative (e.g. ‘feeling of freedom’) than simple pos-

itive/negative (e.g. ‘I was happy’).

Tool: We provide the annotators with a web-based tool to perform the

annotations. The tool is mainly divided into two parts. In one part, we

show them a personal narrative and the corresponding sentiment. The

annotator can hover over the tokens and select text spans by clicking and

dragging over the consecutive tokens. On the right-hand side, they can

see the already selected spans and their rankings. They can change the

ranking by simple drag and drop.

5.1.4 Analysis

Output

Table 5.1 shows an example of annotations for a part of a narrative. We

observe that sometimes, annotators annotate text-segments representing a

similar concept but are at different positions in the text. In the example,

the terms Praktikumsplatz and Praktikum represent the same concept of

internship but two of the annotators followed the guidelines to select the

first occurrence while the other annotator selected the second occurrence

of the same concept.

Statistics:

In this study, we analyze 239 narratives from 66 participants (the develop-

ment and test sets from the ComParE challenge) that have been annotated

by four annotators each. Note that for 66 participants the total number

of narratives should be 264, but in the ComParE challenge, 25 files were

removed because of issues like noise.

We observe that the number of annotations (text-spans) annotated by

the annotators per narrative vary from 3 to 14 with an average of 4.6,
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German (original) English (translated)

Okay. Ähm also eine Situation, in der

ich mich kompetent gefühlt hab, war,

als ich meinen ähm Praktikumsplatz

bekommen hab und ähm ich in dem

Praktikum dann auch ähm Sachen

selbstständig machen durfte und auch

die Rückmeldung bekommen hab von den

Personen dort, dass das, was ich da so

mach, dass das gut ist und dass ähm sie

mit mir sehr, mit mit mir sehr zufrieden

sind ähm. Und die Gefühle dabei waren

natürlich irgendwie Glück, weil man ist

davor unsicher, ob man das, was man da

macht, ob das so gut ist und ob man das

so schafft. Ähm und das hat eben sehr

gut funktioniert. Also ich hab mich sehr

zufrieden gefühlt, mit mir ähm im Reinen,

mit mir glücklich, auch irgendwie so ein

bisschen Bestätigung darin bekommen,

dass das, was ich mach, gut ist oder das,

was ich auch jetzt als Studium gemacht

hab, irgendwie passt. Ähm ähm so biss-

chen so positive Aufregung , also man

fühlt sich sehr sehr wach, erregt irgendwie

, aber in einer positiven Art und Weise. ...

OK. Um, so a situation in which I

felt competent, was when I got my

um internship position and er in the

internship then I was also allowed to do

things independently and also got the

feedback from the people there, that what

I am doing there, that it is good, and that

they are very pleased with me, with me,

um. And of course the feelings were kind

of lucky, because you are not sure if you,

what you are doing, if that is so good and

if you can do it that way. Um, and that

worked very well. So I felt very satisfied,

with me uh, I’m happy, with me, some-

how getting a bit of confirmation that

what I’m doing is good or what I’m doing

now as a study have, somehow fits. Uhm

umh so a bit so positive excitement ,

so you feel very very awake, excited some-

how, but in a positive way. ...

Table 5.1: PN Annotated Example: A part of a narrative showing text spans anno-

tated by the four annotators. The intensity of the red color in the background represents

the number of annotators who annotated the text-span (varying from lightest for 1 an-

notator to the darkest for four annotators). It can be seen that some spans are anno-

tated by single annotator while some by multiple. In the text-span “positive Aufregung”,

two annotators selected the entire span while another one selected only the second word

“Aufregung”. The annotations contain sentiment words as well as content words.
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also that all annotators follow the same pattern from this aspect. We also

calculated the number of tokens present in the annotations. The numbers

show that three of the annotators (ann1, ann2, ann3 ), on average select a

span of 1.5 tokens, while the fourth annotator (ann4 ) selects three tokens

(avg.) per annotation. Note that, for all the analysis, we use the spaCy

toolkit1 for tokenization. We observe that many annotations contain punc-

tuation marks, which are considered as separate tokens by spaCy. Thus,

we perform the same calculations while ignoring the punctuation tokens.

We find that the average number of tokens drops down to 1.1 for the first

three annotators, while it drops down to 2.3 for the ann4.

We also analyzed the distributions of POS tags, and as expected, found

that the most common categories include noun (35%), adjective (30%),

verb (15%), and adverb (7%).

Inter Annotator Agreement

Commonly used metrics for evaluating the agreement between annotators

include variations of κ coefficient such as Cohen’s [28] for two annotators,

Fleiss’ [46] for multiple annotators. Unfortunately, calculations for κ such

as observed and chance agreements involve the knowledge of true negatives,

which is not well defined for a text span selection task (eg. in this study, it

could mean the number of possible text spans that are not annotated). This

makes κ impractical as a measure of agreement for text spans annotation.

An alternative agreement measure that does not require the knowl-

edge of true negatives for its calculations is Positive (Specific) Agreement

[47](Ppos Eq. 5.1). It has previously been shown to be useful in the evalu-

ation of crowdsourced annotations tasks, similar to our’s [137, 26].

The Equation 5.1 defines the positive agreement in terms of true posi-

tives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). We can see that

1https://spacy.io/
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ann1 ann2 ann3 ann4

ann1 1 0.344 0.417 0.125

ann2 1 0.389 0.106

ann3 1 0.137

ann4 1

(a) Exact match, position agnostic, token

level (mean F1: 0.252)

ann1 ann2 ann3 ann4

ann1 1 0.338 0.42 0.277

ann2 1 0.381 0.196

ann3 1 0.308

ann4 1

(b) Partial match with position, token level

(mean F1: 0.320)

ann1 ann2 ann3 ann4

ann1 1 0.397 0.483 0.402

ann2 1 0.439 0.264

ann3 1 0.404

ann4 1

(c) Partial match, position agnostic, token

level (mean F1: 0.399)

ann1 ann2 ann3 ann4

ann1 1 0.400 0.490 0.410

ann2 1 0.440 0.267

ann3 1 0.413

ann4 1

(d) Partial match; position agnostic; lemma

level (mean F1: 0.403)

Table 5.2: Pairwise Inter-Annotator Agreement scores (F1 measure) with respect to the

different matching strategies. We vary the matching criteria for annotations based on

three aspects 1) checking if the annotations are exactly same (exact match) or calculating

the overlap between them (partial match) 2) positions of the annotations in the text is

considered whiles matching (with position) or not (position agnostic) and 3) to calculate

the overlap, the tokens in the annotations are matched (token level) or the lemmas of the

tokens are matched (lemma level).

the knowledge of true negatives (TN) is not required for the calculation

of the positive agreement. Also, notice that the equation is similar to the

widely used F1-measure [65]. In our experiments, we calculate the positive
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agreement for each pair of annotators.

Ppos =
2× TP

2× TP + FP + FN
(5.1)

Another problem we face in the task of text spans selection is the anno-

tation of overlapping text fragments. Given the freedom on the lengths and

positions of the text spans, two annotators might annotate different but

overlapping text spans. The overlapping part could be an important part,

thus the annotations should not be discarded completely. For instance,

in Table 5.1, ‘positive Aufregung’ and ‘Aufregung’, both the spans contain

the fragment ‘Aufregung’, which is important to be considered. Thus, we

report results on exact matches as well as partial matches, following the

work by [68]. For the partial match, they calculate “soft” F1-measure by

calculating the coverage of the hypothesis spans. The coverage of a span(s)

with respect to another span (s′) is calculated as defined in Equation 5.2,

with the help of the number of tokens common in the two spans. The

operator|.| counts the number of tokens.

c(s, s′) =
|s ∩ s′|
|s|

(5.2)

Next, a span set coverage C is defined for a set of spans S with respect to

another set of spans S ′ using the Equation 5.3.

C(S, S ′) =
∑
si∈S

∑
sj∈S′

c(si, s
′
j) (5.3)

In order to calculate the soft F1-measure, first soft precision and soft recall

are calculated according to Eq 5.4 and Eq 5.5 respectively. Here SH and

SR are hypothesis and reference spans respectively, and |.| operator counts
the number of spans.

precision(SR, SH) =
C(SR, SH)

|SH |
(5.4)
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recall(SR, SH) =
C(SH , SR)

|SR|
(5.5)

Finally the soft F1-measure is calculated using the standard formula 5.6:

F1 = 2× precision× recall

precision+ recall
(5.6)

As the personal narratives are long, often some terms are repetitive. In

our task, the position of an annotation is not quite important compared

to the content. We further try to loosen the criteria for matching by not

considering the position of the text fragments. For instance, let us say

a narrative contains mentions of ‘trip’ at multiple places, like ‘we went

for a trip to India’ and ‘the trip was great’. If two annotators intend

to annotate the word ‘trip’, they have multiple positions to choose from.

While from the perspective of discourse, it would be interesting to analyze

which position seems more appropriate, for our purpose of extraction of

emotion carriers it is less important. Following the same intuition, we also

try to match tokens having the same lemma.

Table 5.2 shows the evaluation results based on the various strategies

of matching described above. The F1-measure is calculated for all pairs of

annotators. For each strategy, we also report the mean of pairwise scores.

In the four tables from Table (a) to Table (d) we loosen the matching crite-

ria, thus increasing the scores. We show the results starting from the most

strict criteria of exact matching in the table (a), then in the table (b), we

show results for partial matching, but the positions of the annotations are

taken into consideration. The improvements are most significant in the

case of ann4, as we saw earlier in Section 5.1.4 that ann4 usually anno-

tates longer fragments than others. This shows that the ann4 annotates

longer spans, but still contains the important part that other annotators

annotate. Later in table (C), we remove the constraint of position, which

results in improved scores, showing that even if the annotations by differ-
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ent annotators are different they often contain similar terms/carriers. This

also shows that the annotators often ignore the instruction from the guide-

lines of selecting the first occurrence of the same term (Section 5.1.3). In

the table (d), we further try to match more things by considering lemmas

instead of tokens, which results in an increment.

Qualitative Analysis

In this section, firstly we discuss the quality of emotion carriers annotations

compared to other annotation efforts which used inter-annotator metrics

similar to ours. Secondly, we explore whether emotion carriers consists

only of sentiment words.

How reliable are the annotations? It is difficult to judge the reliability and

the quality of the annotations just by looking at the inter-annotator agree-

ment scores, which are not self-explanatory. If we compare our task with

other previous tasks that used a similar metric, we can better understand

the complexity of the task and judge the reliability of the annotations. [26]

worked on the task of semantic annotations of the utterances from conver-

sations. For example, one of the sub-task annotators had to perform was

selecting a text span describing a hardware concept. For a particular con-

cept like printer, the annotators could select the spans ‘with the printer’,

‘the printer’ or just ‘printer’, all of which are correct. The problem they

faced for the selection of span is similar to ours, but the complexity and

subjectivity are low, as they work on shorter texts and the annotator has

more understanding of the concept to be selected. They use the same met-

ric as ours to evaluate the inter-annotator agreement for the span selection.

They achieve F1 scores of 0.39 and 0.46 (for two different subsets of data)

for the exact match, whereas 0.63 and 0.7 for the partial match (mean

of pairwise agreements between three annotators). Whereas our scores for
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Figure 5.1: Sorted counts of emotion carriers (English translations of annotated German

text spans) shared and agreed upon by the annotators. Notice the long tail of singletons.

Due to space limitations, we perform binning of the carriers and show only a representative

element from each bin.

exact and partial matches are 0.25 and 0.4, which we believe are reasonable

given the subjectivity of the task and more number of annotators.

Are emotion carriers just sentiment words? As seen in the example from Ta-

ble 5.1, the annotations include sentiment words as well as content words.

In order to further study what is the actual distribution of sentiment words

(angry, joy) versus content words in emotion carriers, we analyze the an-

notation of sentiment words across the annotators. For this, we calculate

the sentiment polarity of each annotation using the textblob-de library 2,

which makes use of the polarity scores of the words from senti-wordnet for

German (with simple heuristics), similar to the English senti-wordnet [43].

We find that the trends of using sentiment carrying phrases vary across the

2https://textblob-de.readthedocs.io/en/latest
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annotators. The fraction of annotations carrying sentiment varies from

24% to 56% (ann1: 39%; ann2: 24%; ann3: 36%; ann4: 56% ) for the

four annotators. For further analysis, we could categorize the annotations

into categories inspired by the ones used in the Psychological Processes

categories of the LIWC.

In addition to the distribution across the annotators, we further analyze

if there is a trend in the counts of occurrences of sentiment and content

words. In Figure 5.1, we show an interesting observation from the anno-

tations. We plot the histogram of overlaps from partial-matches that we

get while evaluating the inter-annotator agreements for all annotator-pairs,

with respect to their counts of occurrences. We only show the represen-

tative annotations and not all the partial-matches. We can see that the

overlaps contain both, emotion words such as proud, hopeless, disbelief as

well as content words like scholarship, education, dance. We notice that

there is a long tail of overlaps having only a single occurrence. This shows

that a few terms are annotated frequently and agreed upon by annota-

tors, while many terms are unique to specific narratives. As expected, we

observe more content words than sentiment words in the tail, while it is

surprising to see content words like internship, solution appearing in the

most frequent words.

5.2 Protocol 2: Segment Level Valence and EC-Span

Annotation of Spoken PNs

First, we identify issues in the first protocol from Section 5.1, then de-

sign a new protocol to resolve the issues, and perform annotation of the

USoM-Elderly dataset 4.1.2. Although the annotated ECs captured rich

emotional information, based on the low Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA)

and the complex structure of PNs, the annotation task was found to be
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complex and subjective [143], which may lead to sub-optimal performance

of automated tools for the detection of ECs. Later, utilizing this anno-

tation, [144] we worked on the automatic identification of ECs from the

textual transcripts, whereas in another work [13], we also tried to improve

the system by extracting and using acoustic features for the task (both

systems are explained in the next Chapter). However, the different multi-

modal fusion strategies didn’t manage to achieve a significant improvement

over the text-based system. This does not follow the trend identified by

most of the previous works that have shown acoustic features to help text

features in emotion analysis [24].

Although, the reasons for the poor performance of various fusion ap-

proaches for combining speech and text are explained in the paper [13], we

miss an important aspect regarding the annotation strategy that plays a

crucial role in multimodal systems. The annotation of ECs was performed

on the text transcriptions of the PNs [143] without having annotators ac-

cess to the speech of the narrator, thus missing out on the cues from the

speech that might help them in the annotation. This does not align with

the automated detection task where we try to use the acoustic features for

the tokens to identify the ECs that were annotated based only on the text

features.

To fill this gap between the human annotation of EC and the EC pre-

diction from spoken PNs, in this protocol, we come up with an improvised

speech-based annotation protocol. Here we utilize the information from

speech for identifying the ECs as well as valence. Another problem with

the previous text-based protocol is that the identified ECs are supposed to

explain the sentiment polarity for which the narrative was elicited, which

makes an implicit assumption that the valence of the narrator is same as

the sentiment polarity throughout the narrative. But the narrator may go

through varying emotions during the recollection. In our protocol, we first
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split the PNs into segments and perform the annotation on these segments,

to capture unfolding of the narrator’s emotions, as can be seen in the ex-

ample from Table 5.3 . First, the valence of each segment is annotated

and then the ECs that explain the valence are annotated. In this way,

the annotation captures the changing emotions of the narrator, within the

narrative and the ECs that manifest those emotions.

“Maria called me yesterday afternoon, she asked me to meet today for lunch.You cannot

imagine how happy I was about this, but, at the same time, very nervous, because since

our relationship ended we have not spent the lunch break together, as we did when we

were together. I was afraid that she wanted to complain and if that were the case, I

would not have been able to defend myself. Instead, it was a pleasant lunch, she no

longer seems to be angry with me and this reassured me a lot. But I still feel guilty

about the way our relationship ended. Yesterday, while we were at the restaurant, I

thought that for my stupid betrayal I have lost a highly intelligent, nice girl who I still

like. I was wrong and I am ashamed.”

Table 5.3: An example snippet of a spoken personal narrative, anonymized and postpro-

cessed for better readability. The text is color-coded to represent the perceived valence of

the narrator while narrating an event (gray - neutral, green - positive, red - negative). It

is interesting to see how the emotions expressed by the narrator change while recollecting

a series of sub-events.

We propose that providing speech during annotation, breaking the task

into two steps: valence and EC annotation, and performing the annotation

at the segment level, would help reduce the complexity, subjectivity, and

thus the cognitive load of the annotators while also improving the quality

of the annotation and capture the unfolding of the emotions.

5.2.1 Annotation Steps

In this section, we describe the steps involved and the protocol to annotate

valence and ECs from the spoken PNs from USoM-Elderly dataset.
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Transcription

The PNs from the USoM Elderly dataset are transcribed by a professional

transcription service. The transcriptions are verbatim and capture fine

details such as punctuation, incomplete words, stuttering or repetition of

words, pauses, filler words, and dialect. Additionally, they are speaker

separated, i.e. a change of speakers is marked. In a subsequent step, ac-

curate time alignment of text to audio is generated by computing forced

alignments (FA) using a speaker-adaptive HMM-GMM (Hidden Markov

Model, Gaussian Mixture Model) automatic speech recognition system

(ASR) based on the one described by [88]. To ensure next to perfect

alignments, missing entries in the pronunciation-lexicon, such as incom-

plete words, dialect, and slang words are generated using a grapheme-to-

phoneme tool [15]. For better working of automated NLP tools in the

downstream tasks, the transcriptions are preprocessed to remove the in-

complete words, filler words, and other metadata such as pauses, speakers,

and stuttering.

Segmentation

The transcripts are then segmented into smaller meaningful parts. Ideally,

we would like the parts to be functional units, from the speech acts theory

[17, 146]. Due to the lack of data annotated with functional units or

the presence of any automated tool for such segmentation, we try other

levels of segmentation. First, we try sentence segmentation using SpaCy-

33 (transformers based NLP pipeline for German). We find the resulting

segmentation to frequently split at unnatural times, which could be because

of the spoken nature of the data. Thus, we instead segment the text

using heuristic rules, making use of the cues from punctuation {.!?} and

3https://spacy.io/usage/v3
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some typical sequence of tokens such as “und dann” (“and then”) and

“aber” (“but”) that indicate natural splitting in spoken language. With

the manual analysis, we find that this strategy worked the best for us, and

leave prosody-based approaches for future work.

Annotation

(a) Valence Annotation (b) Emotion Carrier annotation

Figure 5.2: Sketches representing the structure of the tools used for the segment level

annotation. A segment from the transcript of a PN is highlighted and shown to the user for

the annotation, along with local context for better understanding and for disambiguation

in cases such as irony. The segments are separated using pipe(|). The audio corresponding
to the current segment is played by default, while also providing a provision to listen to

any segment by clicking on it. First, the valence annotation task is performed as shown

in the Fig a. Then in the EC annotation task, as shown in Fig b, the valence selected by

the annotator for the current segment is displayed and asked to select ECs in the form of

text-spans, that explain the selected valence.

The annotation of each segment is performed in two phases, valence

annotation and EC annotation, using tools as represented in the Figure

5.2.

The valence annotation aims to capture the emotional polarity of

the narrators in terms of valence while they recollect the events and the

intensity of the polarity as expressed on a 5-point bipolar scale from -2

(“unpleasant”) to +2 (“pleasant”) with 0 representing “neutral”, by lis-

tening to the audio corresponding to the segment and using the transcript
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as a support.

The Emotion Carrier (EC) annotation task tries to identify ECs -

words, chunks, or phrases that contribute to explaining the emotional state

of the narrator. For each segment annotated with a non-neutral valence by

the annotator, the annotator is asked to identify the text spans (sequences

of adjacent words) from the transcript of the segment as ECs that explain

why the corresponding segment has a positive or negative valence for the

narrator. The focus is particularly on the words that play an important

role in the story including entities represented by noun chunks/phrases

such as persons, places, objects, and activities and events or actions repre-

sented by verb chunks/phrases, rather than emotion laden words such as

happy, sad, and enjoyed. While annotating the ECs, the annotators are

recommended to take into consideration the local context of 2-3 segments,

in case disambiguation is needed.

Execution

We define an execution strategy to ensure a consistent and high-quality an-

notation. Four annotators were selected from a pool of graduate students,

based on their interests and previous experience with data annotation. The

overall annotation task is divided into three phases: training, overlap, and

partial-overlap.

The training phase started with a training session administered by

a psychotherapist, which included explaining the task, the tool, and the

annotation guidelines. After each training batch, a consensus meeting is

held between all the annotators and the psychotherapist to discuss the

differences among the annotators, try to agree on a specific opinion, and

modify the guidelines if necessary. We continue the small training batches

until we achieve a satisfactory inter-annotator agreement as measured us-

ing the evaluation metric explained in Section 5.2.4. We achieved stable
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agreement after three training batches; the corresponding data is excluded

from the analysis that we perform on the collected data.

In the overlap phase, all the annotators are given the same data to

annotate to ensure that the inter-annotator agreement remains high. After

two batches, we concluded that each annotator can now perform annota-

tions separately, without compromising the quality of the annotation.

In the partial-overlap phase, we provide different sets of narratives

to the annotators, while keeping an overlap of 15% in all the sets. In

the end, we get 20% of overlap, i.e. 20% of the data is annotated by all

the annotators while 80% of the data is annotated by a single annotator.

To ensure the quality of annotation in this last phase, we divide the data

into batches and monitor the inter-annotator agreement on the overlapping

data.

5.2.2 Output

In Table 5.4, we present a PN annotated with valence and ECs using this

protocol. The segments are color coded top represent the valence (red:

negative (-2); orange: slightly negative (-1); gray: neutral (0); light green:

slightly positive(+1); green: positive (+2)), whereas the emotion carriers

are wrapped in the parentheses. More examples can be found in Appendix

A in Table A.2 and Table A.3.

5.2.3 Comparison

We compare the speech-based annotation protocol to the text-based pro-

tocol from Section 5.1. For ease, we refer to them as SpP and TxtP re-

spectively. The main difference between the two is the modality used while

performing the annotation. Even though audio recordings and the manual

transcripts are available, the TxtP performs the annotation on the textual
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Ich war hier bei den (Basketballern), da waren

wir eine (Clique) von sieben, acht Basketballern,

die auch zusammen Basketball gespielt haben und

sich dann irgendwann auch mehr oder weniger um

das Management gekümmert haben. ... Und das

ging dann so weiter, dass wir dann tatsächlich

(deutscher Meister wurden) mit den mit den

Mädels. Zweimal sogar, dreimal (deutscher

Pokalsieger), (Europapokal gespielt) haben.

Und dann kam halt die Situation, wo es (fi-

nanziell) ein bisschen eine (Schräglage) gab.

Und da haben sich dann leider (zwei Grüppchen

gebildet). Bei diesen sieben, acht Menschen, die

halt früher immer sehr freundschaftlich, eher sogar

(wie Brüder zusammengearbeitet) haben,

(kam) es dann tatsächlich (zum Auseinander-

driften). ... Natürlich, wenn man sich gesehen

hat, hat man mal hallo gesagt. Aber (früher)

hatte man sich ja jeden Tag gesehen oder hat, wie

das unter Freunden ist, (viele Sachen zusam-

men gemacht), (viel zusammen erlebt). Und

es ist (total auseinandergegangen), (total au-

seinander). Also zu zwei, drei von (diesen

Menschen) habe ich leider heutzutage überhaupt

(keine Beziehung mehr). ... Und was das De-

primierende ist, dass man vorher mit denen (alles

zusammen gemacht) hat. Das waren (Best

Friends), wie man so schön sagt. ... Und (vor-

bei) ist es.

I was here with the (basketball players), we were

a (clique) of seven, eight basketball players who

also played basketball together and then at some

point also more or less took care of the manage-

ment. ... And that continued in such a way that

we then actually (became German champions)

with the girls. Twice even, three times (German

Cup winner), (played in the European Cup).

And then the situation arose where there was a bit

of a (financially skew). And then, unfortunately,

(two groups formed). These seven or eight peo-

ple, who used to (work together) very amicably,

more (like brothers), actually (drifted apart).

... Of course, when we saw each other, we said hello.

But (in the past), you saw each other every day or,

as is the case between friends, (did a lot of things

together), (experienced a lot together). And

it (totally fell apart), (totally fell apart). So,

unfortunately, I (no longer have any relation-

ship) at all with two or three of (these people).

... And what’s depressing is that you (did ev-

erything together) with them before. They were

(best friends), as they say. ... And it’s (over).

Table 5.4: A negative PN, begins with a positive valence and later shifts to negative

valence, and ends in a negative valence.

transcripts, which cannot take into account the valuable information from

the speech that could prove to be essential for better understanding of the
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content and thus ECs. This also causes a mismatch in the EC annotation

performed considering only text and the automatic EC detection system

which considers both, text and acoustic features [13]. Whereas, in the

SpP, the annotators listen to the actual speech of the narrators and per-

form EC and valence annotation on the corresponding transcripts. This

helps annotators better identify ECs using cues from the speech as well as

the content.

Another major difference being the context considered in the annota-

tion. In TxtP, the annotation is performed at the narrative level, meaning,

the annotator has to read the entire narrative, understand the context

from the complex structure and find the ECs from the text that explain

the narrator’s overall emotion. In the SpP, the annotation is performed

at the segment level. The annotator goes through one segment at a time,

listens to the segment, annotates the narrator’s valence and the corre-

sponding ECs, while also using transcript and local context for reference.

The context at the segment level is easy to understand as the complex

structure of the PNs is broken into simple segments. The annotation at

segment level captures the unfolding of emotions of the narrator, through-

out the recollection, which is not possible with the narrative level analysis.

In the narrative level analysis, the ECs explain the original sentiment for

which the narrative was elicited (positive narrative or negative narrative),

whereas in the segment level analysis, the first task is the valence annota-

tion whose polarity could be different from the polarity of the sentiment

for which the story was elicited, and the second task explains this valence.
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Figure 5.3: Valence score distribution. The blue and red bars represent the distribution

of valence scores respectively computed on positive and negative PNs. The yellow bar

represents the distribution of the whole dataset.

5.2.4 Analysis

Statistics

260 PNs from 65 narrators were manually transcribed and used in the anno-

tation experiment. 48 narratives were used for the training phase explained

in the Section 5.2.1, which are discarded from the analysis. In total, we

analyze 212 PNs collected from 53 narrators. The PNs consist of on avg

370 tokens, 30 segments, and last for about 165 seconds. Whereas each

segment contain ∼12 tokens. The entire data contains ∼7000 segments.

20% of the data (42 PNs; ∼1200 segments) was annotated by all annota-

tors as explained in Section 5.2.1, which is further analyzed for calculating

the inter-annotator agreement statistics.

Label Distribution

Figure 5.3 depicts the valence label distribution of the dataset. On the

overlapping examples, i.e. examples annotated by more than one person,

we compute the arithmetic mean and round to the nearest integer. Look-

ing at all stories series, we observe that the overall distribution appears
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Gaussian. The distribution over positive, negative and neutral labels is

close to uniform (33% neutral, 33% negative and 34% positive). In Fig-

ure 5.3, we report the label distribution computed on positive stories and

negative stories. We observe that the predominant classes are positive and

neutral for positive stories, and negative and neutral for negative stories.

This shows that our experiment is accurate and that some stories are not

fully positive or negative, but there are parts with opposite polarities.

We will see in subsection 5.2.4(Valence Annotation), how the neutral

class is a major source of disagreement among annotators. We provide

special attention to the distribution of neutral label. The analysis of the

label distribution of narratives with overlapping annotators shows that for

77% of segments at least one annotator selects the neutral class. Moreover,

inspecting the cases where annotators disagree, we find that for 70% of the

examples include at least one neutral label. This brings important evidence

to the fact that neutral class is a difficult to agree on (as will be discussed

in the next section).

For the non-neutral segments, we perform EC annotation. We find dif-

ferent trends in the EC annotation by different annotators. The annotators

are assigned IDs ann1,ann2,ann3, and ann4. The number of ECs anno-

tated per segment vary from as low as 0.2 by ann1, 0.67 and 0.7 by ann2

and ann3, while as high as 1.25 by ann4, resulting in 4.9, 12.4, 11.1 and

30.5 ECs per PN. Whereas, the number of tokens per EC are 4.95, 2, 1.5,

and 2.5 resulting in 24.3, 24.7, 16.7, and 76 EC-tokens per PN. We ob-

serve that, ann1 tends to annotate less ECs but long in length whereas on

the other extreme, ann4 tends to annotate high number of ECs which are

also longer in length as compared to ann2 and ann3. The inter-annotator

agreement metrics used in the next subsection 5.2.4(Emotion Carriers An-

notation) caters to these variations by providing flexibility in matching two

ECs.
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Labels seg cont seg + cont

-2,-1,0,+1,+2 0.29 0.16 0.26

-2,-1,+1,+2 0.41 0.78 0.38

neg, neu, pos 0.48 0.29 0.4

neg, pos 0.99 0.9 0.95

Table 5.5: Inter-Annotator agreement using Fleiss’ κ. seg and cont refer to the segment

based and continuous annotation. Positive (pos), neutral (neu) and negative (neg) classes

are obtained by grouping positive (+1,+2), neutral (0) and negative (-2,-1) valence values.

Removing neutral examples, we observe close to perfect agreement.

Inter Annotator Agreement - Valence Annotation

To assess the quality of the segment-level valence annotation, we compute

different inter-annotator agreement (IAA) statistics. We compute IAA in

the training, overlap phases of the annotation, and also during the partial-

overlap phase on the overlapping part of the batches. We also compare

these results with the IAA of the continuous annotation from the USoM

Elderly data set (Section 4.1.2), and also with the IAA by combining both

the segment-based and continuous annotations. The IAA statistics are

shown in Table 5.5. Note that the segment-based annotation involves 4

annotators and the continuous annotation involves 2 annotators, whereas

the “segment + continuous” involves 6 annotators.

Since the segment-based annotation is performed by four annotators, we

use Fleiss’ κ to compute the inter-annotator agreement [46]. For the five

labels (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2), we observe κ = 0.29, indicating a fair agreement

according to the interpretation table reported in [80].

To inspect the sources of the disagreement, we compute the agreement

among only the positive (labels +1 or +2) and negative (labels -1 or -2) ex-

amples by removing all the examples in which at least one annotator picked

the class neutral (class 0)(remaining data ∼34%). The κ score increased

from 0.29 to 0.41, suggesting that the neutral class is one major source
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of disagreement and that the remaining disagreement is in identifying the

degree of either positiveness or negativeness. However, these degrees are

subjective, thus, we remove them from the computation of agreement by

grouping the negative (-2, -1), neutral (0), and positive (+1, +2) values in

the corresponding negative, neutral and positive classes. With this config-

uration, the agreement further increases, suggesting that the disagreement

on the polarity degrees is responsible for 0.19 points of Fleiss’ κ. Moreover,

with this configuration, we again compute the impact of the neutral class

on the overall agreement. The results show that the annotators almost

perfectly agree (κ = 0.99) in identifying positive and negative examples

but struggle to agree on neutral.

We take a closer look at those examples in which at least one annotator

selected the neutral class and observed two main factors: The first factor

is the actual ambiguity, that is, examples in which there are several pos-

sible different interpretations. The second factor is the presence of both

positive and negative aspects within one segment. In this case, there is

subjectivity in recognizing the dominant aspect or if positive and nega-

tive aspects cancel each other out yielding neutral. For the second case, a

better segmentation approach may help.

We then compare segment-based annotation with continuous annota-

tion. To compute and compare the agreement, we chunk the continuous

annotation according to the timing information of the segments used in the

segment-based annotation. Then, for each segment, we compute the mean

of the corresponding scores from the continuous annotation and round it

to the nearest integer to obtain the five classes (-2,- 1, 0, +1, and +2).

The results are shown in Table 5.5. The inter-annotator agreement of the

continuous annotation is lower than the segment-based annotation when

neutral is included. Indeed, we observe a greater impact of the neutral

class when this is removed from the computation of the agreement.
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Figure 5.4: Segment-based and continuous valence annotation of a positive PN; the vertical

lines mark the segments.

Analysis of Valence Trajectories

Above statistics measure the agreement considering each segment as an

isolated data point. Since each positive and negative story consists of

several consecutive segments, we can also compare the valence trajectories

for each of the stories, to also consider their agreement w.r.t. time. This is

particularly interesting for stories where we observe contradicting segment-

level valence, e.g. positive segments in an overall negative story.

We define a valence trajectory as a series of measurements, indexed

either by time (continuous) or by segment index (segment-based), where

one trajectory defines a story; stories are roughly the same duration but

often of various lengths in the number of segments. The trajectories are

suitable for calculating annotator agreement via curve equality measures,

as well as for analyses on the time course of valence.

For each continuous annotation, we obtain valence values c(t) in [−1000;+1000]

sampled at a rate of 0.5s, resulting in about 300 sample points per PN. For

each segment-based annotation, we obtain valence values s(i) in [−2;+2] for

each segment i, resulting in about 15 segments of variable length per PN.
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Thus, c and s have hugely different lengths for the same PN, which makes

them hard to compare. Figure 5.4 shows the continuous and segment-

based valence trajectories for a PN; the vertical dividers mark the segment

boundaries.

We propose two approaches for comparing c(t) and s(i) using the start

and end times of the segments:

1. Continuous : If c(t) is the reference series, we sample from s by map-

ping t to the corresponding segment.

2. Segmental : If s(i) is the reference series, for each segment i, we extract

average of the corresponding values from c.

In both cases, we map the continuous values to the discrete class labels,

and normalize both trajectories, which will be described below.

As a measure of agreement between two curves, we compare Root Mean

Square Error (RMSE) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)[14]. We find

temporal shifts between the continuous and segment-based sequences (cf.

Figure 5.4), which we attribute to the response time of the continuous

annotators during live annotation. For this reason, we use DTW in addition

to RMSE because it better maps the similarity of two sequences as it is

inherently less prone to shifts; we apply per-trajectory mean and variance

normalization prior to computation.

Table 5.6 shows the results indicating the mean and standard deviation

of RMSE and DTW for the entire data set. For the inter-annotator agree-

ment between continuous and segment-based, we achieve a mean RMSE of

0.48±0.14 for segmental reference and 0.49±0.15 for continuous reference.

This means that the average mean error is about half a rating point, which

in our case corresponds to one valence class (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2). This con-

firms the results from Section 5.2.4; the agreement in the stimuli (pos, neg)

is high with variations in its subclasses. We find that DTW is almost the
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Measure Segmental Continuous Seg.-based only

RMSE 0.48±0.14 0.49±0.15 0.40±0.11

DTW
7.22× 10−2

±4.11× 10−2

1.82× 10−3

±1.17× 10−3

7.23× 10−2

±4.93× 10−2

Table 5.6: Annotator agreement for valence trajectories by means of RMSE and DTW;

the last column shows the agreement among the segment-based annotators only.

same for segmental reference and segment-based annotators only, showing

that the agreement among continuous and segment-based annotators is

comparable to the one among only segment-based annotators. For contin-

uous reference, DTW is significantly smaller than for segmental reference,

although it was slightly higher in RMSE. We attribute this to the fact

that DTW benefits from long matching sequences in continuous reference

(cf. Figure 5.4 first and last third of the signal). Furthermore, the higher

RMSE caused by the shifts is compensated for in DTW.

The results above include time-shifting the continuous signal to mitigate

the delays due to response time. We obtained 1.5s as the optimal value

with a minimal improvement of the agreement by 0.1 RMSE, while DTW

inherently remains the same. For normalization to a range of [−1; 1], we

use a separate normalization to [0; 1] and [−1; 0] for the positive and neg-

ative value ranges, respectively. In this way, we correct for the possibility

that an annotator may deviate more in one of the two ranges than in the

other during continuous annotation. We achieve a 0.6 higher RMSE with

this normalization method than with standard min-max normalization. To

further improve normalization, we tried to find the annotators’ “felt” neu-

tral position of the joystick during continuous annotation. Thereby, we

found a miscalibration of the joystick and a threshold range for continuous

neutral valence in [−30, 30]. We solved this by shifting the zero point and

mapping the threshold range to zero, increasing the agreement by 0.2 for

RMSE.
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We use valence trajectories to also gain insights into different common

trends and traits of the narrators and narratives. The analyses is presented

in Appendix B

Inter Annotator Agreement - Emotion Carriers

For calculating Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) for EC annotation, we

use the metrics used in the first protocol, positive agreement, as explained

in section 5.1.4, with different parameters for better matching of two EC

spans. The IAA is calculated separately for each pair of annotators and

Parameters
USoM-Elderly

f1 - mean

USoM

f1 - mean

a Exact, T, token 16.69 NA

b Exact, F, token 18.46 25.2

c Partial, T, token 36.49 32.0

d Partial, F, token 51.34 39.9

e Partial, F, lemma 59.10 40.3

Table 5.7: Inter annotator agreement (IAA) for the annotation of USoM-Elderly corpus,

based on the positive agreement metric, with different parameter configurations. For

comparison, the corresponding IAA for the annotation of USoM corpus from section

5.1.4 is provided in the last column. The agreement scores is calculated for each pair of

annotators, the mean of the scores are presented in the table. For each configuration,

[Parameters:(Matching strategy:Exact, Partial); (Position: considered(T), agnostic(F));

(lexical level: token, lemma)]

the overall result is calculated by taking mean of the pairwise IAA. We

experiment with different parameters for the matching of ECs and show

the IAA results in the Table 5.7. The first row a, has the strictest criteria

for matching two ECs, which matches the two ECs only if they contain

exactly same tokens and at the same position in the narrative. Whereas

the criteria in the last row (e) is most lenient for matching two ECs, which

performs partial/soft matching, allows matching of the same ECs present

at different positions in the narrative, and also uses matching of lemmas
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instead of tokens.

In the last column of the table, we compare the IAA results of the USoM-

Elderly EC annotation to that of the USoM-Young annotation from Section

5.1. As we loosen the matching criteria, we see increment in the IAA of

both the corpus. Although the trend is similar, from row c onward, the IAA

of the USoM-Elderly is significantly higher than the IAA of USoM. The

higher IAA indicates higher quality of the annotation. It also supports our

claim that with the speech based, segment level annotation, the complexity

and the subjectivity of the task reduces. Using the textBlob-de library4,

we also find ECs that carry sentiment polarity are significantly less (18%)

in this annotation, compared to the USoM (39%), which further show

quality improvement. Moreover, we find the majority of the EC tokens

are Noun, Verb, Adverb, Determiner and Adjectives, which shows that the

ECs belong to entities, represented by noun chunks and events, represented

by verb chunks, which aligns with our expectations.

5.3 Protocol 3: Segment Level Valence and EC-Span

Annotation of Written PNs

The first two annotation protocols were designed for spoken PNs by either

considering their textual transcripts or speech context. Spoken nature of

the data makes it difficult to parse with off the shelf NLP tools, thus mak-

ing the task of segmentation and pre-selection of EC candidates difficult. In

this annotation experiment, we design a protocol to annotate written PNs,

which are structurally well-formed. Specifically, we annotate the PNs from

the CBT-PHA dataset (concatenation of responses to the ABC question-

naire) explained in section 4.1.3, with segment level valence and emotion

carriers.

4https://textblob-de.readthedocs.io/en/latest
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5.3.1 Annotation Steps

In this section, we describe the steps involved in the experiment including

preprocessing and segmentation of narratives, selection of candidates, and

annotation of each segment.

Segmentation

First we segment the PNs into Functional Units using our in-house func-

tional unit segmenter built for Italian as opposed to the hierarchical seg-

mentation performed on the USoM-Elderly dataset (refer to section 5.2.1).

The tool performs well on the written PNs, as it is able to consider cues

such as punctuation and capitalization. Being a minimal communicative

unit in human communication, the functional unit reduces the possibility

of presenting both positive and negative emotions in the same segment, in

turn reducing the problem of confusion on neutral label as experienced in

the USoM-Elderly dataset (explained in section 5.2.4).

Candidates Selection

With good performance of dependency parser and POS (part of speech)

tagger on the written PNs, it is possible identify noun-chunks and verb-

chunks to be considered as a pre-selected list of candidates, from which ECs

have to be selected. We use SpaCy toolkit with Italian model for identifying

noun-chunks using the built-in function. Whereas, for identifying verb-

chunks, we wrote rules based on dependency relations and POS tags. We

include adverbs to be the part of verb-chunks as well. We exclude chunks

consisting only of auxiliary verbs without another head verb. Once we get

the list of noun-chunks and verb-chunks as candidates, we further filter out

the chunks whose chunk-heads belong to a predefined set of emotion words.

This helps, tackles the problem of selecting emotion words as emotion
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carriers as faced in the previous protocols. Providing a candidate list to

select ECs from, gives additional control over what annotators select as

emotion carriers, compared to the free span selection in the previous two

protocols.

Annotation

Similar to the previous segment based annotation protocol, in this protocol

as well the task is performed at the segment level and is divided into

two sub-tasks, Valence annotation and EC-annotation. One segment at

a time is presented to the annotator, and is asked to select the valence

as felt by the narrator while recollection on a 5 point bipolar scale -2, -

1, 0, +1, +2. The annotators were asked to adopt the point of view of

the narrator. In the second part, for the non-neutral valence (positive or

negative), the annotator is also presented with the pre-selected candidates

highlighted in the text, and are asked to select the spans that help explain

their selection of valence as ECs. While performing the task, the annotator

has access to the entire narrative (as context), including the corresponding

ABC questions (as explained in Section 4.1.3). Providing context helps

better understanding whenever a segment is ambiguous without context.

The annotators are advised to look at the context only in the case of

confusion. Similar to the previous protocol from section 5.2, this protocol

also captures unfolding of the emotions.

Execution

We recruited 3 Italian native speaker annotators from a pool of graduate

students based on their research interests and previous experience with

data annotation. Similar to the previous experiment, as explained in the

section 5.2.1, we divide the execution in three phases Training, Overlapping

and Partial-overlapping. The training phase begins with training of the
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annotators through a session to explain the task, the guidelines, and the

tool. Later they practice on small batches to improve the Inter Annotator

Agreement (explained in section 5.3.3), and the differences are discussed in

the consensus meeting. Guidelines are modified if required. Later, overlap

and partial-overlap phases are conducted, to finally get a 20 % overlap,

meaning 20% of the data is annotated by all annotators, while 80% data

is annotated by only a single annotator.

5.3.2 Output

In Table 5.8, we present an Italian PN annotated with valence and ECs

using this protocol. The segments are color coded to represent the valence

(red: negative (-2); orange: slightly negative (-1); gray: neutral (0); light

green: slightly positive(+1); green: positive (+2)), whereas the emotion

carriers are wrapped in the parentheses.

5.3.3 Analysis

Using the 481 Personal Narratives, 4273 Functional Units (FU) were anno-

tated. The majority of the FUs, 60%, were annotated as neutral, while 13%

and 27% of them were labeled as positive and negative respectively. The

Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA), computed with the Fleiss’ κ coefficient

[46], on the valence annotation is 0.67 (Substantial) on the 5-point scale

results, and 0.73 (Substantial) on the 3-point scale (obtained by regrouping

the values into three groups of positive {1,2}, negative {-2,-1} and neutral

{0}). Furthermore, the IAA on the examples that were labeled with a

non-neutral polarity by all annotators is 0.98 (Almost Perfect).

In the EC selection task, out of 4452 EC-candidate spans in the FUs

that were labeled with a non-neutral sentiment polarity, 1991 spans (45%)

were selected as EC by the annotators, resulting in 2551 EC tokens (tokens
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Questi pochi giorni di ferie (stanno pas-

sando) nella maniera più leggera possi-

bile. | Stiamo passando questi giorni in

(famiglia) giocando alla play station op-

pure (guardando) (serie) televisive come

se non ci fosse un domani.| Facciamo

(pranzo) e (cena) con (i nonni) che ci

evitano, come famiglia, di avere anche la

“preoccupazione” di cucinare. | Ho pen-

sato che domani ricomincerò (la solita

routine) ,| pensando che dopo tre giorni

ripartirò nuovamente | Devo ottimizzare il

tempo ed il “mood” per (ricaricare) per

bene le batterie. | Sto (cercando) di es-

sere il più spensierato possibile,|anche se

oggi già penso che (domani si ricom-

incia) a (lavorare). | Non sono ansioso

di lavorare, |ma qualche altro giorno di

(svago) (avrebbe giovato) e non poco.

|

These few days of vacation (are pass-

ing) in the lighest possible way. | We are

passing this days with our (family), ei-

ther playing play station or (watching)

TV (series) as if there’s no tomorrow.|
We have (lunch) and (dinner) with

(grandparents) who spare us, as a fam-

ily, to have “concerns” about cooking. |
I thought that tomorrow I’m going to be-

gin again (the same routine) , | think-
ing that after three days I’m going to start

again. | I have to optimize the time and

the “mood” to properly (recharge) the

batteries. | I’m (trying) to be as cheer-

ful as possible, | even if today I already

think that (tomorrow one starts again)

to (work). | I’m not anxious about work,

| but some additional days of (leisure)

(would have been beneficial) a lot. |

Table 5.8: An example of Personal Narrative from the CBT-PHA dataset (Original con-

tent in Italian in the left column whereas Translated content in English in the right

column), annotated with Valence and Emotion Carriers. The Narrative is formed by

concatenating responses to the ABC questionnaire by the client (more details on data

collection: section 4.1.3). The segments are color coded to represent the intensity of the

valence, whereas the Emotion Carriers are wrapped in parentheses.

in the EC-span) and the EC dictionary size of 962. The IAA on the EC

annotation is 0.4 (Fair), computed by considering each EC-candidate as

an example to annotate where the labels are yes if it is an EC, and no

otherwise. It is worth noting that providing a list of pre-selected EC-

candidates, makes it possible to use Fleiss’ κ as an agreement measure

as opposed to the more complex Positive Agreement metric used in other

protocols as explained in sections 5.1.4 and 5.2.4.
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Polarity Freq. EC non-EC

Positive 13% 566 (28%) 736 (30%)

Negative 27% 1425 (72%) 1725 (70%)

Neutral 60% - -

Table 5.9: The distribution of valence polarity and Emotion Carriers (EC) in the anno-

tated dataset of Personal Narrative at functional unit level.

The statistics regarding the labeled ECs and the sentiment distribution

are presented in Table 5.9.
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Chapter 6

Automatic Emotion Analysis

Systems

In this chapter, we exploit the annotated data to train automated systems

for the detection of the Emotion Carriers and Valence from the narratives.

Similar to the annotation protocols, we experiment with different combi-

nations of input modalities (text, speech, text+speech), levels of contexts

(segment, narrative), and EC-span selection criteria (free, list of candi-

dates).

Starting with the USoM dataset (annotated with ECs), in Section 6.1,

we train a model to identify EC-spans from the textual transcripts of the

spoken PNs. As the data was spoken in nature, we move on to Section 6.2

where we improve the model by utilizing speech features, along with the

textual features. After exploring the spoken PNs from the USoM corpus,

later in Section 6.3, we work on written PNs from the CBT-PHA dataset

and train segment level models for identifying perceived valence and ECs

from a preselected list of EC candidate spans. In the Section 6.4, we

explore joint learning for multi task modeling of valence prediction and

EC detection from the CBT-PHA dataset, to study if the two tasks can

trained jointly and provide automatically an EC-based explanation of the

valence prediction.
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6.1 Narrative Level EC-Span Detection from Textual

Transcripts

Similar to annotation protocols, we begin with a text based system for

better generalizability as speech input may not be available in all datasets.

In this section, we build a system to automatically detect Emotion Carri-

ers from Personal Narratives from USoM dataset (section 4.1.1) annotated

with the Protocol-1 (explained in section 5.1. The modality used for the de-

tection (as well as during the annotation) is text (from the transcriptions);

narrative level context was considered while performing the annotation,

whereas in the detection, we try both sentence level as well as the entire

narrative level; the annotators and thus the system try to predict free text

spans as ECs. (This work has been published in the INTERSPEECH 2021

conference [144])

6.1.1 Task Formulation

The annotated data can be represented with the IO encoding, as shown

in the example from Table 6.1. We consider the document as a sequence

of tokens, where each token is associated with the label I if it is a part of

an EC, and the label O if it is not. A continuous sequence of tokens with

label I represents an EC. In the third row Annotation, we show the manual

annotation by four annotators. It can be observed how the annotators

perceive ECs differently, showing the high subjectivity of the task.

To recall, in the preprocessing step, we first perform tokenization us-

ing the spaCy toolkit [63]. Next, we remove punctuation tokens from the

data. Based on initial experiments, we found that removing punctuation

helps improve the performance of the models. The number of annotations

(ECs) identified by the annotators per narrative varies from 3 to 14 with

an average of 4.6. On average, the number of tokens per EC consists of 1.1
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PN fragment: Und ähm die Gefühle dabei waren dass man sich

Gloss: And um the feelings there were that you yourself

Annotation: O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O
PN fragment: einfach freut und glücklich ist dass man eine Familie

Gloss: easy pleased and happy is that you a family

Annotation: O|O|O|O I|O|O|O I|O|O|O I|O|O|I O|O|O|I O|O|O|O O|O|O|O O|O|O|O I|I|I|O
Translation: And uh, the feelings were that you are uh just pleased and happy that you have a family ...

Table 6.1: A small text fragment from a PN annotated with emotion carriers. The first

row reports the original German words from the PN, the second row shows the corre-

sponding English translation, while the third row shows the annotations. The annotation

is performed by 4 annotators, thus for each token, there are 4 IO labels. For the token

“Familie” the annotation is I|I|I|O, which means that the first three annotators classified

it as I while the forth as O. The intensity of the red color in the background for the PN

fragment also highlights the number of annotators who annotated the token (from lightest

for 1 annotator to the darkest for all 4 annotators).

tokens for three annotators, while the fourth annotator identified longer

segments consisting of 2.3 tokens (avg.). On average, a narrative consists

of 704 tokens, while a sentence consists of 22 tokens. The sentence splitting

is performed using the punctuation provided in the original transcriptions.

We find that only 7.3% of the tokens are assigned the label I by at least

one annotator. This shows that the classes I and O are highly imbalanced,

which could result in inefficient training of the models. With further anal-

ysis, we notice that only 34% of the total sentences contain at least one

EC, while the remaining 66% sentences do not contain any carrier marked

by any annotator.

We pose the detection of emotion carriers from a given PN as a sequence

labeling problem. The final goal is the binary classification of each token

into classes I or O. As seen in Table 6.1, the task of selecting EC text spans

is subjective. Each annotator has a different opinion toward the spans to

be selected as ECs, so it is challenging to identify an annotation as valid or

invalid. For each token, we have annotations from four annotators with IO
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Figure 6.1: bi-LSTM based DNN architecture for ECR. In the output, [I,O] represent the

probabilities for the classes I and O.

labels. Some annotators may agree on the annotation, but it is infrequent

that all four annotators annotate the token as I. In the example from

Table 6.1, the token “glücklich” is annotated I by two annotators, three

annotators agree that the token “Familie” is an EC, while a few tokens

are marked as EC by only one annotator. In this scenario, it is difficult

to provide a hard I or O label. To tackle this problem, we model the

problem of Emotion Carrier Detection (ECD) as providing scores to the

label I, representing the likelihood that that token is a part of an EC. Label

distribution learning (LDL) [50] can effectively capture the label ambiguity

and inter-subjectivity within the annotators. We use LDL with a sequence

labeling network and the KL-Divergence loss function. The advantage of

LDL is that it allows to modeling the relative importance of each label.

For evaluation, we use different strategies to select the final IO labels.

6.1.2 Model

We use sequence labeling architecture relying on biLSTM with attention,

similar to [135]. As shown in Figure 6.1, the input text is first passed
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through the embedding layer to obtain the word embedding representation

for each token. We use 100-dimensional pre-trained GloVe [110] embed-

dings. To encode the sequence information, we then use two stacked bidi-

rectional LSTM layers with a hidden size of 512. We also use attention

mechanism [157] along with the bi-LSTM, where attention weights ai repre-

sent the relative contribution of a specific token to the text representation.

We compute ai at each output time i as follows:

ai = softmax(vT tanh(Whhi + bh)) (6.1)

zi = ai.hi (6.2)

where hi is encoder hidden state and v and Wh are learnable parameters of

the network. The output zi is the element-wise dot product of ai and hi.

Finally, the output is passed through the inference layer consisting of

two fully connected layers with 50 units each, and a softmax layer to assign

probabilities to the labels for each word. We also use layer normalization

and two dropout layers with a rate of 0.5 in the sequence and inference

layers [10]

During training, we use the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL-DIV) as

the loss function [77] and the Adam optimizer [72] with the learning rate

of 0.001.

6.1.3 Experiments

As described in Section 6.1.1, there is class imbalance in the data. The

class I tokens are very infrequent compared to the class O. This may result

in a bias toward class O in the classifier. Another problem we have to deal

with is the length of the narratives. The narratives are very long with an

average length of 704 tokens. Standard machine learning and bi-LSTM

based architectures are not efficient in dealing with very long contexts.
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To address these challenges, we experiment with different levels of seg-

mentation of the narratives and apply strategies to select proper train and

test sets. We train and test the sequence-labeling models at narrative and

sentence levels. In the narrative level, we consider the entire narrative as

one sequence, while in the sentence level, we consider one sentence as a

sequence. In this way, we analyze how the length of a sequence affects the

performance of the model. Also, note that at the sentence level, the model

does not have access to other parts of the narrative. We study how limited

access to context affects performance.

The sentence-level sequences are further considered in two ways : 1)

SentAll: all the sentences are considered 2) SentCarr: only sentences

containing at least one EC are considered. SentCarr reduces the class

imbalance as we remove all sentences that do not contain any token tagged

as class I. In a real-world scenario, we would have to extract carriers from

the entire narrative or all the sentences, as we do not know beforehand

which sentences contain the carriers. Thus, we use SentCarr only for

training, but in the test set SentAll is used.

We also experiment with another sequence labeling model based on

Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [79], a widely used machine learn-

ing algorithm for sequence-labeling problems in NLP, such as Part of

Speech tagging. We use sklearn-crfsuite library 1 for the CRF implementa-

tion. For the CRF model, we use the context window of ±3 with features

such as the token, its suffixes, POS tag, prefix of POS tag, sentiment po-

larity.

6.1.4 Evaluation

In this section, we propose different evaluation strategies for the ECD task.

Note that even though our model is trained to predict the probability dis-

1https://tinyurl.com/sklearn-crf
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tribution of the classes, our final goal is to assign one of the two classes

from I and O. For all evaluations, for the ground truth, we consider that

a token is annotated (i.e. I in the IO tags) if at least one of the anno-

tators has annotated it. Similarly, for the output, we consider the output

as I if the probability assigned crosses the minimum threshold of 0.25,

which is equivalent to one of four annotators tagging the token as I. In all

evaluations, we do five-fold cross-validation with the leave one group (of

narrators) out (LOGO) strategy. For each training session, we split the

data into train, dev, and test sets without any overlap of narrators in the

three sets.

Data Results (F1)(std)

Segmentation #train #test class-I micro

SentCarr 1737 367 53.2(4.7) 93.7(0.8)

train: SentCarr

test: SentAll
1737 1533 34.9(3.4) 96.6(0.5)

SentAll 6378 1533 31.2(3.9) 96.6(0.5)

Narrative 191 48 34.6(5.0) 96.7(0.4)

CRF(SentCarr;

SentAll)
1674 1582 34.2(4.1) 96.2(0.3)

Table 6.2: Results of bi-LSTM based models with different data segmentation. Notice

how the the number of data-points vary as we change the segmentation.

Token Level

The token level evaluation measures the performance of predicting I or

O class for each token in a sequence. We use this metric to evaluate our

models with different data segmentation strategies. We are concerned more

about the prediction of the class I, as we are interested in applications of

ECD such as Conversational Agents, where it is important to find one or

more important carriers to start a conversation with the narrator. Thus,
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sr Parameters Prec(std) Recall(std) F1(std)
IAA

(F1)

a
Exact, F, token

(w/ stopwords)
32.6(3.3) 52.1(3.6) 40.0(2.9) 25.2

b Exact, F, token 42.3(4.6) 67.2(4.2) 51.7(4.0) NA

c Partial, T, token 37.4(4.0) 51.3(0.4) 43.1(2.7) 32.0

d Partial, F, token 59.4(5.5) 83.6(4.7) 69.2(3.5) 39.9

e Partial, F, lemma 61.8(6.4) 86.5(4.2) 71.8(4.3) 40.3

Table 6.3: Evaluation based on the agreement metrics (positive agreement) with

different parameter configurations. For each configuration, the corresponding

inter-annotator agreement (IAA) score is in the last column (in terms of F1

score).[Parameters:(Matching strategy:Exact, Partial); (Position: considered(T), agnos-

tic(F)); (lexical level: token, lemma)]

we show the F1 score of class I and weighted average (micro) of F1 score

of I and O.

As discussed earlier, considering a real-world scenario, we need the

model to perform well on the SentAll or Narrative data. In Table 6.2,

we find that the model trained on SentCarr performs best on the SentAll.

For further evaluation we use this model, thus recognition would be done

on the sentences and not the entire narrative at once. Note that the per-

formance of the Narrative strategy is only slightly worse, suggesting that

the task is not affected much by the length of the context available. The

CRF model is the worst performing one.

Using the SentCarr model, we extract the continuous sequences of to-

kens that are tagged as I. These text spans are considered as the ECs

recognized by the model. In the metrics in the next section, we evalu-

ate the model by comparing this set of carriers with the set of manually

annotated reference carriers.
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Agreement Metrics (Narrative Level)

We evaluate the performance of the models using the metrics that were

used to evaluate the inter-annotator agreement between the four annota-

tors (pair-wise) in section 5.1.4 and 5.2.4, based on the positive (specific)

agreement [47]. This evaluation is important as it compares the perfor-

mance of the system with the inter-annotator agreement, which can loosely

be considered as human performance.

We also explore the different criteria to decide whether two spans match

or not, as used in the original metrics. Different parameters in the met-

rics while matching two spans include Exact vs Partial matching, position

in the narrative, and tokens vs lemma. We remove stopwords from the

annotation as we are interested in the content words.

Results: Table 6.3 summarizes the evaluation using the Agreement

metrics. As expected, with the loosening of the matching criteria, the

results improve. A similar trend is observed in the inter-annotator agree-

ment. When we move from a to b, we are removing the stopwords from

the predicted and reference carriers. This improves the results significantly.

The reason behind this is the fact that the reference annotations, which

were also used for training the model, as mentioned earlier, contain all the

tokens that are tagged by at least one annotator. As noticed in the corpus

analysis, in the annotations, one of the annotators usually annotates longer

spans than others. We also observed that many annotations also contain

punctuation and stopwords. To understand this issue, let us consider an

example of concept annotation. For a concept like a printer, the annotators

could select spans ‘with the printer’, ‘the printer’ or just ‘printer’. With

our strategy for creating reference annotations, we end up selecting the

longest span ”with the printer” which contains stopwords like with, the.

However, this might not be the case in the model’s output (as the train-
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ing data also contain concepts marked by only one annotator). To reduce

this effect, one way is to remove the stopwords (strategy b) and another

is to use the partial match (strategy c). While both strategies improved

the scores, the improvement with strategy b is more significant than with

strategy c. We notice a significantly large jump in the model’s performance

from c to d, compared to the inter-annotator agreement. Our intuition is

that this could be because the model is trained at the sentence level, thus

the position in the narrative is not taken into consideration, resulting in

recognition of multiple occurrences of the same carrier. Additionally, the

performance further improves when we match lemmas instead of tokens

(from d to e).

Recognized at least k carriers

In the context of a target application of the ECD such as human-machine

dialogue, an EC could be used as a trigger for a machine to start a conver-

sation with a human. To begin a conversation, we would need at least one

EC to talk about. In this evaluation metric, for each narrative, we mea-

sure if at least k carriers from the reference are recognized by the model.

A carrier is considered recognized if it is an exact match. When matching,

we remove stop-words. We perform two evaluations, considering and not

considering the position of the carrier in the narrative. The results are

described in Table 6.4. For our goal of starting a conversation about a

particular carrier, the results seem overwhelmingly good. However, an im-

portant question remains, how many of the recognized carriers are useful

for a conversation?

Sentiment vs Content Carriers: The annotations include sentiment words

as well as content words. To study if the model is biased towards the

recognition of ECs with sentiment words (angry, joy) versus content words
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Type of

carriers
Posn

at least k recognized

k=1 k=2 k=3

all

carriers

Yes 99.1(1.1) 95.4(1.6) 86.1(3.6)

No 99.1(1.1) 97.0(1.7) 88.6(5.1)

content

carriers

Yes 95.0(2.1) 75.2(6.2) 48.9(7.2)

No 95.4(1.6) 80.3(4.5) 56.4(8.0)

sentiment

carriers

Yes 78.6(4.4) 52.4(7.9) 29.2(6.1)

No 80.4(4.2) 54.9(7.3) 33.4(6.8)

Table 6.4: Evaluation based on the fraction of narratives (%) in which at least k carriers

are recognized correctly by the model. The values are represented in the format mean(std)

across five folds. The evaluation is performed separately for all the carriers, only content

carriers and only sentiment carriers. In the posn column, yes represents position consid-

ered while No means position agnostic

(internship, parents) in ECs, we further divide the annotations (reference

and predicted) into sentiment and content carriers and perform the similar

evaluation on them separately. For this analysis, we calculate the sentiment

polarity of each annotation using the textblob-de library (similar to section

5.1.4) If the score is 0 the carrier is considered a content carrier, otherwise

a sentiment carrier. We find that more than 60% of the Emotion Carriers

are classified as content carriers.

We find that on average more than half of the annotations are classified

as content carriers. The manual analysis of the annotations shows that the

classification using textblob-de is not perfect. While it can recognize the

content carriers properly, we see some examples of sentiment-carriers are

also being classified into the content-carriers. Some examples of correctly

recognized content carriers include Bachelorarbeit (bachelor thesis), Ma-

genprobleme (stomach problems), Durchhaltevermögen (stamina) while an

example of sentiment-carriers that are classified as content-carriers include

unzufrieden (unsatisfied)

Next, we do the evaluation based on the at least k recognized metric for
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each group independently. In Table 6.4, we compare the results for the

content and sentiment carriers. We observe a decline in the performance

compared to the evaluation of all carriers. Nevertheless, we find that in 95.4

% of the narratives (position agnostic), we can predict at least 1 emotion

carrier, which is a requirement for starting a conversation.

(a) Model’s Output (b) Ground Truth

Figure 6.2: Heatmap of sentences from narratives annotated with emotion carriers; high-

lighting tokens with model’s output and ground truth probabilities. Notice the wider

range of scores in the Model’s Output as compared to only four possible scores in the

Ground Truth.

Qualitative Analysis

Figure 6.2 shows example sentences from a test set with a heatmap showing

the model’s predicted score and ground truth probabilities for each token.

In most cases, the probability distribution in the model’s output seems to

follow similar trends to that of the ground truth probabilities. We also

observe frequent cases of false positives, where the model assigns a high

probability to class I even when the ground truth label is O, as can be seen

in the third example. This behavior could be a result of training the model

at the sentence level with the SentCarr strategy, where all the sentences

in the training set contain at least one EC, biasing the model towards that

distribution.
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6.2 Detecting Emotion Carriers by Combining Acous-

tic and Lexical Representations

In the first experiment 6.1, we built an automated system using the PNs

from USoM corpus 4.1.1, annotated using protocol-1 5.1. The annotation

and the model, both used cues from textual transcriptions for the identifi-

cation of ECs, completely ignoring the speech. In this section, we extend

this experiment to also consider the cues from acoustic features of the to-

kens from corresponding speech signals, and study the improvements. We

try different fusion techniques to combine the acoustic and lexical represen-

tations at different levels. [This work has been published in ASRU-2021,

in collaboration with and lead by Sebastian P. Bayerl [13]]

6.2.1 Motivation

(a) emotion carrier (b) non emotion carrier

Figure 6.3: Spectrograms with f0 -contour of the phrase: “vor die Wahl

gestellt,”(Translation: “made me choose”). (a) was marked as an EC, showing signs

of emotional speech and the voice cracking in the center part whereas (b) was taken from

the same recording session, but was not marked as EC. While this is an anecdotal ex-

ample, statistical analysis revealed significant differences in f0, energy, and shimmer on

nouns marked as EC when comparing them with all other nouns in the dataset.
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People express and communicate emotions consciously as well as subcon-

sciously. This is done by modifying the manner of speaking, the content of

a conversation or written text, facial expressions, gestures, or even the way

of walking. The combination of these signals, especially speech and text,

has successfully been used to determine the emotional state of a person

making a statement or telling a narrative [90, 115]. In the previous ex-

periment, we worked on the automatic detection of emotion carriers from

transcriptions of spoken PNs. However, relying only on lexical features

leaves out the possibility of the same lexical content conveying different

things based on acoustic context.

Ivanov et al. showed that there is a relationship between meaning-

bearing parts of utterances and their acoustic properties [67]. Following

up on that research, we have found evidence supporting distinct prosodic

profiles for emotion vs non-emotion carriers: Figure 6.3 compares the spec-

trograms of two occurrences of the phrase ‘ ‘vor die Wahl gestellt”; “made

me choose”; while (a) was annotated as an emotion carrier, (b) was not.

The strong rise in fundamental frequency (f0), as well as the strong fluctu-

ations at the beginning of Figure 6.3a, indicates emotional speech [105].

In contrast, the same phrase that was not marked as an EC has a very

flat f0 contour (cf. Figure 6.3b). While the figure provides only anecdotal

and motivational evidence, in this paper we provide ample evidence of the

complementarity of acoustic and lexical information.

6.2.2 Method

We follow the approach of finding representations for EC from different

feature spaces. As EC are a word-, and phrase-level concept, we try to find

appropriate representations from the linguistic and acoustic input feature

space. The representations are then used in uni-modal experiments as well

as multi-modal fusion experiments for EC recognition.
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Figure 6.4: Overview of the neural network architecture used in the experiments. The left

part shows the ResNet classifier containing the audio embedding layer which is used to

extract word-based acoustic embeddings (WAE) for each word. The central part contains

the sequence tagging (ST) architecture that can operate using either word-based textual

embeddings (WTE), WAE, or a combination of WTE and WAE in an early fusion (EF)

approach. The right part of the figure is depicting the late fusion (LF) and decision level

fusion (DLF) systems. Inputs for the LF are taken after the fully connected layer in the

ResNet and the ST, using only WTE as inputs, as logits (A1, T1) and for DLF after the

Softmax layer (A2, T2) returning normalized probabilities.

Word-Based Textual Embeddings (WTE)

For word-based textual embeddings, we use 100-dimensional pre-trained

GloVe word embeddings trained on the German Twitter corpus [111], from

the preveios experiment. A total of 656 (10.2%) words were not present

in the pre-trained embeddings. The word-embeddings where fine-tuned on

the actual task inside the cross-validation loops.

Word-Based Acoustic Embeddings (WAE)

The previously performed feature analysis revealed differences between EC

and non EC with respect to handcrafted acoustic features. This motivated

us to use embeddings based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) and
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handcrafted acoustic features as described in [112]. Our early stage experi-

ments failed to produce good results on an utterance level with the German

EmoDB dataset [18] on the speech emotion recognition (SER) task.

The failure to produce good results with CNNs and handcrafted acoustic

features led us to explore other network architectures and input features.

We decided to use a ResNet architecture which was successfully applied to

a number of speech applications such as speaker recognition, and SER and

has been shown to produce good embeddings [27, 145]. ResNets are fully

convolutional neural networks (FCN) and can handle inputs of different

sizes (or lengths, respectively) due to a global pooling layer at the end

of the convolutional part of the neural network. The network we use is

very similar to the one described in [60] and consists of 18 convolutional

blocks (ResNet18). Its architecture was adapted by removing the initial

max-pooling layer to keep more features prior to the residual blocks as the

expected inputs are already relatively small. The dimensionality of the

embedding layer was reduced from 1000 to 512 and the final classification

layer was altered to match the number of classes (2).

As acoustic input features for the ResNet, we extract 40-dimensional

Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) with a window length of

0.025 s, a frameshift of 0.01 s, along with 1st and 2nd order moments, stack-

ing them to a tensor with three dimensions (frequency x time x moments)

and apply z-score normalization. Those acoustic input features are then

used to train the acoustic only classifier and to extract neural acoustic word

embeddings from the trained acoustic encoder. The word-based acoustic

contexts are extracted using the aforementioned FAs.

The network was pre-trained on short utterances from the German

EmoDB corpus to differentiate between neutral and emotional speech [18].

This is done to learn filters that are already primed to extract features

from speech that are important to classify emotional speech. Both pre-
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training and training were done using stochastic gradient descent with a

cross entropy loss function. To overcome the class imbalance problem, an

oversampling strategy was applied as it had proven to be the best perform-

ing technique in our experiments.

To obtain word-based acoustic embeddings (WAE), we froze to resulting

model to act as an acoustic word encoder. We feed the word-based acoustic

context to the model and extract WAE from the embedding layer of the

model.

Sequence Tagging

We model the task of detecting emotion carriers as a binary sequence la-

beling problem using both modalities, with targets encoded as I if the

token is part of an EC and O otherwise, similar to the first experiment

6.1.1. For this task, we adopt a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) neural network with an attention-based sequence tagging (ST)

architecture from section 6.1

Fusion

There are two main challenges in combining multiple modalities: How

to combine features of different dimensionality and valuation (different

vector space), and at which stage to combine the streams. In general,

three different kinds of approaches can be differentiated: early, late, and

decision-level fusion.

Early and late fusion In early fusion (EF), features for each modality are

extracted separately, i.e. each modality represents a view of the same con-

cept. The resulting feature vectors are then combined, e.g. by concatena-

tion or stacking, and then treated as a single input channel. In late fusion
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(LF), each modality has its own model and is often trained independently.

The outputs of those classifiers are used as input to another classifier that

combines them for an overall best prediction. EF as used in this paper can

be found at the center of Figure 6.4 and the LF approach can be found at

the top right

Decision Level Fusion In our experiments the sequence tagger using WTE

is trained as a regression problem with the Kullback–Leibler (KL) diver-

gence, predicting the probability of a token being an emotion carrier. For

this, the best decision threshold was experimentally found to be pdb = 0.15

for lexical features only. This motivated us to explore a rather heuristic

late fusion approach: a rule-based cascaded classifier based on posterior

probabilities. Applying a similar technique to the normalized probabilities

in the output of the ResNet classifier, we can find a decision threshold and

then merge the decisions, defining decision states around these thresholds.

This way it is possible to leverage long-range lexical information as well

as local acoustic information. We define the lexical-based ST model to

be the primary model and the ResNet classifier to be the disambiguator,

leveraging local acoustic information. In our merging approach, we define

an ϵ parameter that indicates how certain a classifier is with the decision

if a token is an EC. The decision boundary (DB) is defined by setting a

probability value pdb.

We only consider the probability for the EC to determine certainty.

If the normalized probability of a token being an EC pec is within the

epsilon interval (pdb±ϵ) the classifier is considered to be uncertain regarding

a positive decision of a token being an EC. pec > pdb + ϵ is considered

to be certain. Those certainty indicators are computed for both models

separately. Merging is then done by checking certainty indicators: If the

lexical model is certain, the token is considered to be an EC. If the lexical
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model is uncertain and the acoustic model is certain, the token is also

considered as an EC. In all other cases, the token is not considered as an

EC. We call this heuristic decision level fusion (DLF).

6.2.3 Experiments

Results for single modality, fusion experiments, and baselines, are reported

in Tab. 6.5. We report metrics for class I. The equal priors baseline consti-

tutes random guessing with no knowledge about the actual class distribu-

tion with pI = pO = 0.5, resembling a fair coin toss whereas the class priors

baselines resembles a heavily biased coin with pI = 0.066 and pO = 0.934

(The annotated data contains only 6.6% I labels as compared to O).

Training Details

All experiments were performed using five-fold cross-validation with con-

sistent folds across all experiments. The folds were split by speaker to

ensure no speaker in the test set was present in the training set and hyper-

parameters were tuned on separate development folds, as is common when

working with acoustic data and small datasets. Tab. 6.5 contains results

for single modality classification using a ResNet classifier as well as ST

using either WTE or WAE as inputs. We report one result for an EF

experiment concatenating WTE and WAE to a single word vector as well

as a logit-based LF experiment combining the ResNet classifier and the

ST using WTE as inputs only. Lastly, we show our overall best results,

obtained with DLF and oracle results. Oracle results are obtained by a

fictitious fusion of classifiers, which is considered to be right, if at least

one of the contributing classifiers (ResNet18 and ST WTE), predicted the

correct label. Details of the proposed neural network architectures can be

found in Fig. 6.4.
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Model Features Prec-I Recall-I F1-I

Baseline equal priors 6.6 50.0 0.12

Baseline class priors 6.6 6.6 0.07

ResNet18 MFCCs 19.4 (5.3) 64.6 (14.6) 0.29 (0.05)

ST WAE 7.6 (2.3) 40.3 (9.0) 0.13 (0.03)

ST WTE 37.9 (6.9) 46.7 (6.4) 0.41 (0.03)

ST EF WTE, WAE 35.3 (6.4) 44.3 (5.9) 0.39 (0.04)

FCNN LF logits 25.6 (3.6) 52.5 (9.2) 0.34 (0.01)

DLF post. prob. 42.3 (5.3) 51.2 (6.4) 0.46 (0.05)

Oracle - 70.6 (6.1) 67.4 (4.6) 0.69 (0.03)

Table 6.5: Precision, Recall and F1 scores for class I of EC detection. We report results

for different models trained using combinations of modalities (acoustics and lexical) with

early (EF), late (LF) and decision level late fusion (DLF) using posterior probabilities. For

LF, only the best performing experiment using a fully connected neural network (FCNN)

is shown. Baseline results are included for equal priors with pI = pO = 0.5 representing

a fair coin toss and class priors with pI = 0.066 and pO = 0.934. The results are in the

format: mean(std); computed over the five folds.

Results

Direct word-level EC detection using only MFCC features (ResNet18) im-

proved results compared to both random baseline classifiers using class

priors for both actual class priors in the dataset as well as equal class

priors. It can therefore be assumed that useful representations can be ex-

tracted from the embedding layer of the ResNet classifier. The analysis of

the word-based acoustic embeddings produced by the ResNet system also

looked promising. Fig. 6.5 contains a t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor

Embedding (t-SNE) plot of embeddings marked as EC vs. embeddings

not marked as EC. The plot shows that there is potential to differentiate

EC from non-EC tokens in this low-dimensional projection.

While we achieved good results with the ST using WTE only, results

for the WAE failed to perform better than the ResNet classifier that solely

relied on local acoustic information. It barely improved results compared to
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the random classifiers’ expected baseline precision. We, therefore, decided

to not use the ST with WAE in late fusion experiments and rather use the

ResNet classifier in LF.

The EF experiment combining WAE and WTE performed worse than

WTE alone as described in this paper and only slightly improved previous

WTE only results (Sec 6.1.4). The LF experiment using logit outputs from

the ResNet classifier and the ST using WTE improved the ST using WTE

only in terms of recall, but lowered the precision which lead to overall worse

results w.r.t. F1-I. Experiments with Logistic Regression to model the

probability of a word being an EC using the logit outputs of the ST using

WTE and the ResNet classifier did not improve over the LF experiment

with the FCNN.

Unfortunately, the experiments using the standard EF and LF ap-

proaches couldn’t improve over the already strong textual system (ST

WTE). However as shown in Fig. 6.3 and the feature analysis, there def-

initely is evidence that acoustic information can help with the detection

of EC. Our experiments with the word-level ResNet classifier could not

completely convince but still beat all statistical baselines as a stand-alone

system. Lastly oracle results presented in Tab. 6.5 show that the combina-

tion of the ResNet classifier and the ST using WTE still has a lot of room

for improvements.

This led us to explore the rather heuristic decision level fusion (DLF)

approach described in 6.2.2 and yielded the best overall results. The

decision boundary was tuned for the ResNet classifier only since the ST

using WTE was already trained using KL divergence with a tuned decision

boundary at pdb = 0.15. The DB for the ResNet classifier was determined

using 5-fold cross-validation. Results are reported in Tab. 6.5 (DLF). The

decision boundary for certainty of the ResNet classifier was found to be

pDB = 0.75 with ϵ = 0.05.
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Figure 6.5: t-SNE plot for the word-based acoustic embeddings of the German word

“Anspannung” (English: tension). Red dots represent tokens marked as EC while blue

are non EC.

6.2.4 Discussion

With a strong lexical baseline and the promising results from previous

experiment (6.1.3), we were convinced that ordinary fusion strategies would

help to improve our results. The high recall on the acoustic ResNet18

system was encouraging. However, the results for EF and LF experiments

suggest that simply adding the acoustic representations, extracted from the

ResNet, adds a lot of entropy that the system in its current architecture

can’t handle, yielding worse accuracy than the textual system.

The analysis of the extracted representations and our knowledge about

the existence of acoustic cues led us to explore heuristic ways to combine

the modalities. The final DLF experiments show that the accuracy of the

lexical model with its knowledge about context and content of a narra-

tive could be improved by relying on local acoustic information in case of
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uncertainty.

Combining acoustic and lexical modalities yields higher accuracy than

the uni-modal approaches to this difficult task if done the right way. We

could show that local acoustic information alone is not reliable to detect

EC but helps to improve results when combined with a text-based system

that captures long-range semantic relations.

Another issue we find with experiments is the difference between the

EC identification strategies used for the human annotation and the auto-

mated system. The annotation was performed only using the cues from

text, whereas in the automated system we tried to predict the same ECs

using cues from speech and text. To resolve this difference and to reduce

the complexity of the annotation, we come up with a modified human an-

notation strategy as explained in Chapter 5, in Sect 5.2, which provides

access to both speech and text while performing the human annotation.

6.3 Valence and Emotion Carrier Detection fromWrit-

ten Personal Narratives

In this section, we build automated systems for the detection of valence and

ECs for each functional unit of the PNs from CBT-PHA dataset (of written

narratives) (4.1.3) annotated using Protocol-3 (5.3). This dataset and thus

experiment is different from previous experiments, as the annotators/model

is provided with an automatically preselected list of EC-candidates for each

functional unit. Also, the level of context considered in the annotation as

well as in the automated system is of function unit, without access to the

other parts of the PNs.

[This work was done in collaboration with and lead by S. Mahed Mousavi

[93] based on the outcome of our annotation experiment explained in Sect-

5.3.]
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Valence Prediction

[The valence prediction part of the experiment was performed by Roc-

cabruna et al. [126] ]

We summarize the experiments we performed to predict valence of the

narrator from the written PNs collected in the CBT-PHA dataset (4.1.3,

annotated by humans in sect-5.3. Similar to the annotation protocol, we

trained a valence prediction model to predict the polarity at the level of

functional units. The model is based on the AlBERTo architecture [114]

with a three-heads output layer, instead of the original two-heads fully

connected layers, to predict the valence of each FU over the 3-label output

space of negative, positive and neutral. {+1,+2} scores were merged into

‘positive’ class, {-1,-2} scores were merged into the ‘negative’ class, whereas

the 0 score is represented as the ‘neutral’ class We split the training set of

the SENTIPOLC16 dataset [12]2 into training and validation sets of 90%

and 10%, in a stratified manner. We then used the training set to fine-

tune the model in the first step, and the validation set in the next step

for hyper-parameter optimization and selecting the best model using the

Optuna framework [1]. Using the obtained hyper-parameters3, the model

was then further fine-tuned on the CBT-PHA dataset of with annotated

functional units extracted from PNs. The results of these experiments are

presented in Table 6.6.

Emotion Carrier Detection

We trained a baseline model to assess the EC annotation on the CBT-PHA

dataset for the task of EC detection. The approaches used in previous

experiments 6.1 6.2 do not fit with our case, since the annotators were

asked to select the EC from a predefined set of candidates, rather than

2SENTIPOLC16 is a dataset of tweets in the Italian language
3learning rate=6.599e-05, weight decay=0.0215, warmup steps=0.899, num epochs=11
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Model F1 Prec. Rec.

AlBERTo SP16 0.64 0.63 0.70

AlBERTo opt SP16 0.63 0.62 0.71

AlBERTo opt SP16+PN 0.76 0.76 0.76

Table 6.6: Macro F1, Precision, and Recall of the sentiment prediction models optimized

in different settings. AlBERTo SP16 is the vanilla AlBERTo model fine-tuned on SEN-

TIPOLC16; AlBERTo opt SP16 is the model optimized utilizing validation split; and

AlBERTo opt SP16+PN is the AlBERTo opt SP16 further fine-tuned on the training set

of CBT-PHA dataset. All evaluation results are obtained using the test split of the PNs

dataset.

selecting any token-span in the text. Thus, in our case the model is tasked

to classify each EC-candidate span as EC or non-EC.

The first part of the architecture computes the tokens embedding of

each functional unit. Afterwards, we extract the encoded representation

of the EC-candidate tokens and perform max-pooling, which takes the

maximum value for every dimension of the vector encoding, producing

the vector representation of the EC-candidate. The vector representation

is then given as input to the classification layer (dense layer + softmax)

yielding the probability distribution over the EC and non-EC classes. To

compute the embeddings, we experimented with bi-LSTM with attention

and AlBERTo, a pre-trained BERT-based model for the Italian language

[114]. In the experiments with the AlBERTo model, we experimented

concatenating the representation of the [CLS] token with the EC-candidate

representation, to better consider the context during the classification.

The results of these experiments, summarized in Table 6.7, indicate that

the outperforming baseline combination is obtained by using the AlBERTo

model for the input representation with the concatenation of the [CLS]

token.
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Model F1 Prec. Rec.

bi-LSTM + attn. 0.66 0.70 0.66

AlBERTo Emb. 0.69 0.69 0.69

AlBERTo Emb.+[CLS] 0.70 0.70 0.70

Table 6.7: Results of EC Detection experiments on the test set. All scores are measured

with the “macro” average strategy. The AlBERTo-based architecture with the concate-

nation of [CLS] token achieves the best performance.

6.4 Joint Learning of Valence and Emotion Carriers

Detection from Written PNs

In the previous experiment (6.3), we explored AlBERTo (a BERT-based

model) for identification of both Valence and Emotion Carriers separately.

In this section we explore possibility of jointly training both the tasks. Our

hypothesis is that if the valence detection and emotion carriers detection

tasks are related, they can inform each other in a multi-task model setting.

Moreover, via joint training we would get a further confirmation of EC-

based explanation of the valence prediction. The EC detection involves

classification of each EC-candidate from a list provided with each utterance

(as Yes - candidate is an EC or No - candidate is not an EC), whereas

the valence prediction task is a classification task to identify one of the

three valence classes (positive, negative, and neutral) for the utterance. It

is difficult to classify all EC candidates and the valence, at once, using

a BERT based architecture, as explored in the Section 6.3. We explore

GePpeTto [32] (a GPT based model for Italian) generative model to test

our hypothesis. We first train GePpeTto based models for individual tasks

of EC detection and Valence prediction separately. Later, we train a joint

model to study the performance gain.
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6.4.1 Emotion Carriers Detection

For the EC detection task, we first generate strings concatenating the in-

puts and outputs in a specific format. Once we have the data represented

in the form of strings, we fine-tune the GePpeTto language model on these

strings. The input and output makes use of different separator tokens for

different purpose and are represented in the following format:

Input:<|begin|> Functional Unit <|endoffu|> candidate-1 <|endofcand|>

candidate-2 <|endofcand|>...candidate-n <|endofcand|> <|endofinp|>

Output: label-1 label-2 ... label-n <|endoftext|>

For better understanding, an actual example would look like:

Input: <|begin|> e ho provato nausea <|endofsent|> ho provato

<|endofcand|> nausea <|endofcand|> <|endofinp|>

Output: Y N <|endoftext|>

The functional unit is one segment from the narrative whereas the candidate-

i are the corresponding EC-candidates. The label-i represents the true class

of the candidate-i i.e. Y for Yes or N for No. < |begin| >,< |endoffu| >
,< |endofcand| >,< |endofinp| > are the separators defined to separate

different parts of the input and output. In the example, the segment or

functional unit from a narrative is ‘e ho provato nausea’, while there are

two EC-candidates ‘ho provato’ and ‘nausea’. The corresponding labels

for the EC-candidates are Y (tes) and N (No). The input and output

string are concatenated before using them for fine-tuning the Language

Model (LM). Once the language model is fine-tuned on this data, we use

the input strings as prompts and task the LM to predict generate output

strings. We then compare the generated output with the ground truth

EC-candidate labels and evaluate the performance. We obtain Precision,
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Recall and F1 scores of 0.58, 0.57, and 0.58 respectively, calculated using

macro average strategy, as presented in Table 6.8.

6.4.2 Valence Prediction

Similar to the EC detection model, we first represent the input and output

related to the valence prediction task in a string format and fine-tune the

GePpeTto language model on the training set. The Input and the Output

are represented in the format:

Input:<|begin|> Functional Unit <|endoffu|>

Output: Valence <|endoftext|>

An actual example would look like:

Input: <|begin|> e ho provato nausea <|endoffu|>

Output: neg <|endoftext|>

In the input there is only the functional using and the output consists of the

corresponding valence class pos (positive), neg (negative), or neu (neutral).

The input and output string are concatenated before using them for fine-

tuning the Language Model (LM). Once the language model is fine-tuned

on this data, we use the input strings as prompts and task the LM to

predict generate output strings. We then compare the generated output

with the ground truth valence classes and evaluate the performance. We

obtain Precision, Recall and F1 scores of 0.60, 0.59, and 0.57 respectively,

calculated using macro average strategy.

6.4.3 Joint Model for EC Detection and Valence Prediction

To assess the possibility of the two tasks helping each other in a multi-task

setting, we explore combining input and output representations from both

tasks, fine-tune the GePpeTto LM and evaluate the two tasks based on the
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Task Prec Recall F1 score

independent EC Detection 0.58 0.57 0.58

independent Valence Prediction 0.60 0.59 0.57

Joint-learning
EC Detection 0.56 0.55 0.56

Valence Prediction 0.75 0.65 0.68

Table 6.8: Evaluation of the generative-based EC Detection and Valence Prediction tasks,

independently and in a joint-learning setting. It can be observed that Valence Prediction

is benefiting greatly from the additional context of EC candidates, in the joint setting.

The EC Detection on the other hand is not able to gain benefit from the valence context.

output generated. One strong cue from valence prediction useful for EC

detection could be in the case of neutral valence. In the joint setting, the

model may learn that in the case of neutral valence, the output label for all

EC-candidates should be N (No), as the annotation of EC candidates was

performed only on segments with non-neutral valence. The Inputs and the

Outputs are combined from the two tasks and represented in the format:

Input:<|begin|> Functional Unit <|endoffu|> candidate-1 <|endofcand|>

candidate-2 <|endofcand|>...candidate-n <|endofcand|> <|endofinp|>

Output:Valence <|endofval|> label-1 label-2 ... label-n <|endoftext|>

A real example would look like:

Input: <|begin|> e ho provato nausea <|endofsent|> ho provato

<|endofcand|> nausea <|endofcand|> <|endofinp|>

Output: neg <|endofval|> Y N <|endoftext|>

Note that the input is same as that of the EC detection task, whereas in the

output, the valence information and the EC output labels are concatenated

using the < |endofval| > separator token. Similar to the individual tasks,

the input and output is concatenated and the LM is fine-tuned on the

concatenated strings.
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The input is used as a prompt to LM and generated output is com-

pared with the expected output. We evaluate the outputs corresponding

to the two tasks, separately. As shown in Table 6.8, for the valence pre-

diction task, we obtain Precision, Recall and F1 scores of 0.75, 0.65, and

0.68 respectively, calculated using macro average strategy. We observe an

increment of 0.11 in the F1 score as compared to the single task setting.

Whereas for the EC detection task, we obtain Precision, Recall and F1

scores of 0.56, 0.55, and 0.56 respectively, calculated using macro average

strategy. The F1 score is dropped by 0.02 when compared with the in-

dependent model. Overall, we find that the joint modeling significantly

improves the performance of valence prediction while slightly damages the

performance of the EC detection. The context of EC-candidates which rep-

resent entities and events from the segment is present in the joint modeling

but absent in the standalone task of valence prediction. This additional

focus on the context might have helped in the valence prediction as an

EC-based explanation. Whereas the additional context of valence doesn’t

seem to help the EC detection.
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Chapter 7

Correlation Between Emotion

Carriers and Valence - an

Explainability Study

In the previous chapter 6, we built different automatic systems for detect-

ing Emotion Carriers and Valence, using outcomes of different annotation

experiments performed in Chapter 5. We also performed quantitative and

qualitative evaluation and analysis of these automated systems. In this

chapter, with a deep analysis of DNN based model from section 6.3, we

try to find the correlation between Emotion Carriers and Valence, specif-

ically to check whether these concepts capture the same information or

if the information captured is complementary. We perform the analysis

on the CBT-COADAPT dataset (4.1.3), using the human-annotated ECs

from the annotation experiment (5.3) and the automatic valence prediction

using the model 6.3.

[This work was published in WASSA workshop in ACL-2022, in col-

laboration with and lead by S. Mahed Mousavi and Gabriel Roccabruna

[93].]
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7.1. OVERVIEW

Figure 7.1: Example of a sentence consisting of two Functional Units (FU1, FU2), the

basic units of annotation. Emotion-laden words in each Functional Unit manifest a senti-

ment explicitly while Emotion Carriers describe the events, persons or objects conveying

emotions.

7.1 Overview

We defined the Emotion Carriers (3.2.1) PNs as the speech or text spans

that explain and carry the emotions felt by the narrator during the recol-

lection. In this chapter, we analyze and compare the tokens that help the

automated system trained to identify valence of functional units (FU) from

PNs (sect 6.3) with the token spans selected by human annotators as ECs

(that explain the valence) (5.3). We identify the tokens that contribute to

the model’s prediction according to their attributions given by Integrated

Gradients [140], an Explainable-AI technique. Our comparative analysis

shows the human annotator identifies the tokens that explain an event or

its participants as the carrier of emotions and valence, which clearly convey

the activation of the emotional state in the narrator, even though they are

not explicitly manifesting an emotion. Meanwhile, the DNN model bases

its decision mostly on a limited set of tokens which belong to the category

of emotion-laden words (see Figure 7.1 for an example).

7.2 Valence Prediction Decision Explainability

We investigate the explainability of the automatic valence prediction by

comparing the tokens influencing the prediction with those selected by

the human judges as ECs. In order to detect the tokens crucial to the
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model’s prediction, we use the attribution assigned to each token by the

Integrated Gradients [140] technique. Integrated Gradients (IntGrad) is an

attribution method for Explainable AI which builds on top of the classic

backward gradient analysis. Given our valence prediction model f(FU),

where FU is the functional unit FU = {w1, w2, .., wn} and wi ∈ Rd are the

token embeddings , the backward gradient is given by:

BackwardGradj(wi) =
∂f

∂wij
(7.1)

measuring how much perturbing the input token wi by an infinitesimal

amount along dimension j affects the output of function f . The IntGrad

method extends this by computing the integral of the derivative along the

path connecting a baseline token w′, which is a neutral element, to the

input point w:

IntGradj(wi) = (wij − w′)
∫ 1

α=0
∂f(w′+α(wij−w′))

∂wij
dα (7.2)

where α ∈ [0, 1] draws a linear path, from the baseline token to the input

token, along which the gradients are integrated. In our studies, we used a

zero vector for the baseline token w′, and the open-source library Captum

[74] for efficient IntGrad computation. In cases that a token is split into

several sub-tokens by the tokenizer of our model [76], we average the In-

tegrated Gradients attributions of the subtokens, to get the attribution of

the whole token.

7.2.1 Token Analysis based on IntGrad Attributions

Using the test set samples for which the model predicts the valence polarity

correctly, we employ two approaches regarding the explainability analysis.

In the first approach, we extract the tokens influential or crucial to the pre-

diction process of the model based on their Integrated Gradients (IntGrad)
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attributions, and study whether or not they belong to the spans annotated

as EC by the human annotator.

In order to identify tokens crucial to the model’s prediction we experi-

mented with two different thresholds for the IntGrad attribution:

• Greater than 0 (G0): This baseline is based on the fact that each

token with a positive IntGrad attribution value has a positive influence

on the prediction. Nevertheless, tokens with small IntGrad attribu-

tions have a marginal contribution and thus they are noisy for our

analysis;

• Lower Bound (LB): This threshold is obtained uniquely for each FU

and is measured by consecutively masking each token in the FU, with a

zero-vector embedding, in a descending order of IntGrad attributions

until a change in the polarity prediction is observed. The IntGrad

attribution of the last masked out token is then selected as the LB

threshold.

The results of this analysis using the two mentioned threshold policies

are presented in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2. The analysis indicates that

although 67.9% of the EC tokens (tokens in ECs selected by human anno-

tators) have a positive contribution to the model’s prediction, more than

60% of the tokens with an attribution above the thresholds do not over-

lap with the EC tokens. Nevertheless, the majority of EC tokens with

an attribution higher than the thresholds are EC-heads, regardless of the

threshold policy. Furthermore, the distributions of the Content Words

(CW), i.e. nouns, verbs and adjectives, confirm our previous assumption

that G0 threshold is noisy since 54% of tokens above this threshold are

non-CWs, while this number is smaller than 20% for the tokens with an

IntGrad attribution higher than the LB. The CWs in LB and G0 groups
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Threshold (Thr.) G0 LB

#Tokens with 482 109

IntGrad A.>Thr. (46% CW) (81% CW)

#Tokens w. IntGrad A.>Thr. 141 43

in EC-span 29.3% 39.5%

#Tokens w. IntGrad A.>Thr. 82 32

that are EC-heads 18.1% 29.3%

Table 7.1: The analysis of tokens influencing the model’s prediction based on two differ-

ent policies for the IntGrad attribution (IntGrad A.), namely Greater than 0 (G0) and

Lower Bound (LB). Regardless of the threshold policy, the tokens inside the EC-span that

contribute to the model’s prediction are less than 40%.

are distributed as 52% nouns, 27% verbs, 21% adjectives, and 47% nouns,

40% verbs and 13% adjectives, respectively.

In the next step, we further analyzed the valence polarity distribution of

CWs by using the OpeNER1 lexicon-based sentiment model. The results,

presented in Table 7.2, show that the percentage of non-neutral CWs in

the ECs is less than 5%, while more than 40% of the influential tokens,

i.e. tokens with attributions over the LB threshold, represent a positive or

negative polarity. This remarks the importance of emotion-laden words,

such as anxiety, fear and worry, for the model in predicting the valence,

and suggests that the model mostly focuses on the tokens that explicitly

convey emotions, and the ECs (as the implicit manifestations of emotions)

are less significant in its decision process.

7.2.2 Contribution of ECs to the Model’s Decision

For the second approach, we evaluate the influence of the ECs selected

by the human annotators in the decision process of the model. For this

1https://www.opener-project.eu/, This publicly available lexicon was semi-automatically created

starting from 1,000 manually controlled keywords
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Figure 7.2: The percentage of the tokens in EC-spans with an Integrated Gradient attri-

bution (IntGrad A.) higher than the threshold (Thr.). The majority of EC tokens with

an attribution higher than the Lower Bound are EC-heads.

purpose, we mask out the EC-span in the Functional Unit with the highest

IntGrad attribution, and measure the drop in the confidence score for the

initially predicted valence polarity. The confidence score represents the

probability assigned by the model to a given class, which in our case the

classes can be either positive or negative. In the next step, we extend this

analysis to the token level and measure the drop in the confidence score

caused by masking out the EC-head with the highest IntGrad attribution,

as well as all EC-heads present in the corresponding FU.

The results, shown in Table 7.3, present the strong contribution of

emotion-laden words that explicitly manifest the sentiment on the model’s

decision. Furthermore, the confidence drop caused by masking the EC-span
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Token set Positive Negative Neutral

CW in G0 3.9% 13.6% 82.5%

CW in LB 10.3% 29.9% 59.8%

CW EC tokens 0.7% 4.0% 95.3%

Table 7.2: The polarity distribution of the Content Words (CW) with IntGrad attribution

higher than the different thresholds. The results indicate that the majority of CWs in EC

tokens are neutral and they do not represent any emotions explicitly. The polarity was

retrieved using the OpeNER sentiment lexicon for the Italian language.

Masked Content in FU
Conf. Score

Drop

EC-Span w. highest IntGrad A. 0.15

EC-Head w. highest IntGrad A. 0.09

EC-Heads in FU 0.14

Token w. highest IntGrad A. 0.55

Emotion-laden Words 0.36

Table 7.3: The drop in the confidence score of the predicted polarity caused by masking

out selected contents in Functional Units. The results show that the Emotion-laden words

have a stronger influence than the tokens selected as ECs by the human annotator.

is higher than masking only the head of the corresponding EC, suggesting

that all the tokens in the EC-span contribute to the prediction confidence.

However, the highest drop is achieved by masking the most influential token

(the token with the highest IntGrad attribution) and emotion-laden words,

respectively. These results once again support the findings of the previous

analysis, suggesting the importance of tokens that explicitly manifest an

emotion in the decision process of the model.
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7.3 Findings

In this experiment we studied whether the valence prediction decision of

DNN models can be explained by Emotion Carriers, spans of text that

convey and carry emotions. We have focused our study on Personal Nar-

ratives which encompass real-life events and experiences that activate the

emotional state of the narrator. The valence prediction model is based on

AlBERTo architecture [114], whereas the EC annotation is performed by

human annotators. We have investigated whether the decision of the model

is based on the Emotion Carriers that the human annotator selected to ex-

plain the valence of the text. We find that the model focuses on explicit

emotion words such as emotion laden words to base it’s decision, however

the Emotion Carriers contain words describing actions and events that have

activated the emotional state of the narrator. The findings suggest that the

valence and EC capture different and complementary emotion information

from the PNs and thus the two concepts when combined provide a deeper

and fine-grained emotion analysis of the PNs and the narrators.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

We find conventional emotion analysis systems mainly focus on emotion

state detection, which only captures the surface emotions from a predefined

set of categories (sad, happy) or numeric values on dimensions (valence,

arousal), but the semantics of the emotions such as what triggered the

emotions, the actions and the entities that manifest the emotions are not

identified. We introduced a new concept of Emotion Carriers (EC) that

captures semantics of emotions by providing explanations for the emo-

tional state. We proposed that the Emotion State and Emotion Carriers

combined provide deep and fine-grained emotion analysis. We explore this

analysis in an important but infancy domain of Personal Narratives (PN).

We explored different datasets of PNs collected for the purpose of emotion

analysis. We enriched the datasets with the human annotation of ECs

and emotion state (in terms of valence) with different annotation proto-

cols. We first found the annotation task to be complex and subjective, but

the complexity was reduced with the steps such as breaking the task into

smaller parts, providing speech of the narrator while performing the anno-

tation. We also built speech-based, text-based, and multimodal automated

valence and EC detection systems making use of the annotated data. The

high performance of the automated systems prove their usability in the
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downstream application such mental well-being agents.

We see two direct applications of our Emotion analysis for the future

works.

First, in the context of conversational mental well-being applications. As

already presented in the thesis, a potential application of fine-grained emo-

tion understanding is to detect the user’s emotional state and emotion car-

riers that manifest the emotional state and generate an automated response

using this information to elicit more relevant information from the user,

relevant for better understanding of the emotional state. This information

can further be summarized and provided to the therapist or caregivers.

Second application is applicable for longitudinal experiments, similar to

the CBT-PHA dataset. As we have observed, PNs often include mentions

of other people. We plan to leverage this and emotion information to iden-

tify the relation dynamics of the narrator and the person, over the time.

The characteristics that we study may include how the valence of the nar-

rator changes when s/he mentions the person’s name, by identifying the

valence at the functional unit level. If the trend is towards negative va-

lence, and also the mention of the person is an EC, it could be a strong

signal that the person is affecting the user negatively. This may help the

therapist to be able to provide a proper advice, accordingly. (Ex. to try

and avoid that person). Also the associated ECs from those functional

units may help understand how that person is affecting the user. (Ex. by

being unreasonably strict at work.) Whereas a positive trend could mean

that the person is affecting the user positively. And, if appropriate, the

therapist may suggest the user to try and interact more with that person.

A relationship status, at any given point in time, would represent the state

of a relation using the emotional valence associated with the mentions of

the person. Another extension could be to use the valence trajectory of

the relation state to predict the future states.
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Appendix A

USOM-Elderly Examples Annotated

with Valence and Emotion Carriers

In this appendix, we present some Personal Narratives (PN) from the

USoM-Elderly dataset, annotated with Valence and Emotion Carriers (EC).

Examples are presented in the Table format, where the first (left) column

is the transcription of the PN in the original language, German, whereas

the the second (right) column shows the translation of the PN into English.

The Valence on the bipolar scale, from -2 to +2 is represented by

color-coding the text:

• red - negative (-2)

• orange - slightly negative (-1)

• gray - neutral (0)

• light green - slightly positive (+1)

• green - positive (+2)

The emotion carriers are wrapped in the parentheses.

Note: The examples are provided to give a sense of the USoM-elderly

data and the annotation protocol for EC and valence. As the narratives are
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long, we show only the essential part required to understand the narrative

structure and show the excluded part using “...”.

Ich war hier bei den (Basketballern), da waren

wir eine (Clique) von sieben, acht Basketballern,

die auch zusammen Basketball gespielt haben und

sich dann irgendwann auch mehr oder weniger um

das Management gekümmert haben. ... Und das

ging dann so weiter, dass wir dann tatsächlich

(deutscher Meister wurden) mit den mit den

Mädels. Zweimal sogar, dreimal (deutscher

Pokalsieger), (Europapokal gespielt) haben.

Und dann kam halt die Situation, wo es (fi-

nanziell) ein bisschen eine (Schräglage) gab.

Und da haben sich dann leider (zwei Grüppchen

gebildet). Bei diesen sieben, acht Menschen, die

halt früher immer sehr freundschaftlich, eher sogar

(wie Brüder zusammengearbeitet) haben,

(kam) es dann tatsächlich (zum Auseinander-

driften). ... Natürlich, wenn man sich gesehen

hat, hat man mal hallo gesagt. Aber (früher)

hatte man sich ja jeden Tag gesehen oder hat, wie

das unter Freunden ist, (viele Sachen zusam-

men gemacht), (viel zusammen erlebt). Und

es ist (total auseinandergegangen), (total au-

seinander). Also zu zwei, drei von (diesen

Menschen) habe ich leider heutzutage überhaupt

(keine Beziehung mehr). ... Und was das De-

primierende ist, dass man vorher mit denen (alles

zusammen gemacht) hat. Das waren (Best

Friends), wie man so schön sagt. ... Und (vor-

bei) ist es.

I was here with the (basketball players), we were

a (clique) of seven, eight basketball players who

also played basketball together and then at some

point also more or less took care of the manage-

ment. ... And that continued in such a way that

we then actually (became German champions)

with the girls. Twice even, three times (German

Cup winner), (played in the European Cup).

And then the situation arose where there was a bit

of a (financially skew). And then, unfortunately,

(two groups formed). These seven or eight peo-

ple, who used to (work together) very amicably,

more (like brothers), actually (drifted apart).

... Of course, when we saw each other, we said hello.

But (in the past), you saw each other every day or,

as is the case between friends, (did a lot of things

together), (experienced a lot together). And

it (totally fell apart), (totally fell apart). So,

unfortunately, I (no longer have any relation-

ship) at all with two or three of (these people).

... And what’s depressing is that you (did ev-

erything together) with them before. They were

(best friends), as they say. ... And it’s (over).

Table A.1: A negative PN, begins with a positive valence and later shifts to negative

valence, and ends in a negative valence.
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APPENDIX A. USOM-ELDERLY EXAMPLES ANNOTATED WITH VALENCE
AND EMOTION CARRIERS

Ja, ist eigentlich der frühe Tod meiner Mutter.

Der hat mich sehr getroffen. ... die ist ganz

(elend gestorben) ... Und das hat mich natürlich

wahnsinnig mitgenommen. Und (als sie tot war),

hab ich insgeheim, ich will net sagen, dass ich

froh war aber so eine gewisse (Erleichterung).

Also, das ist eigentlich (ein Gefühl), das ich mir

(selbst nicht gestattet) hab, ja? Eigentlich war

sie (erlöst), wenn man so will. ... Schlimm war

(die Zeit, bis sie tot war). ... Weil man wusste,

da ist (nix zu retten). Das (geht diesen Weg).

Und sie ist sehr (früh verstorben), ich war damals

gerade mit dem Studium fertig. Und das war ein

völliges (Gefühl der Hilflosigkeit). Aber als

sie tot war, hab ich mich irgendwo (erleichtert

gefühlt). Und das hab ich (mir) eigentlich (nicht

gestattet), (dieses Erleichtertsein), ja? Hab

mich eigentlich (geschämt). Gut, also Gott sei

Dank habe ich immer ein glückliches Leben geführt.

Ich habe nicht so viele negative Erinnerungen. Also

was dann (so tief im Gedächtnis geblieben) ist.

Es gab die eine oder andere negative Erfahrung am

Arbeitsplatz , aber das hat mich nicht mitgenom-

men. Da habe ich immer gewusst, wie ich es ab-

stellen kann. Da hatte ich immer das Gefühl, das

kann ich ändern.

Yes, it’s actually the early death of my mother.

That hit me very hard. ... she (died) quite (mis-

erably) ... And that, of course, took a lot out

of me. And (when she was dead), I secretly, I

don’t want to say that I was happy, but I (felt)

a certain (relief). So that’s actually (a feeling)

that I (didn’t allow myself), yes? She was actu-

ally (redeemed), if you will. ... (The time until

she was dead) was terrible. ... Because you knew

there was (nothing you could do). That’s (go-

ing that way). And she (died very early), I had

just finished my studies at that time. And that was

a complete (feeling of helplessness). But when

she was dead, I (felt relieved) somewhere. And

I actually (didn’t allow that to myself), (that

feeling of relief), yes? I was actually (ashamed).

Well, thank God I’ve always led a happy life. I don’t

have so many negative memories. So what then has

(remained so deeply in the memory). There

was the one or other negative experience at work ,

but that didn’t take me away. I always knew how

to turn it off. I always had the feeling that I could

change that.

Table A.2: A negative PN, begins with a neutral to negative valence and later shifts to

negative valence, and ends on a neutral note.
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Ja, also da fällt mir grade so aktuell was ein. Ich bin

grüne Dame neuerdings im Krankenhaus, und hatte

eine (Begegnung mit einem älteren Herrn).

Es war halt die ersten Male, als ich da war, für mich

noch ein bisschen neu alles. Und (der Mann) war

(nicht so gut gelaunt) und hat sich (beschw-

ert) übers Essen und übers Personal und so weiter.

... (Die Aufgabe), die ich da drin sehe, ist den

Leuten einfach nur einen kurzen Moment ein biss-

chen (eine Entspannung zu geben) oder eine

Abwechslung. Und dann hat er mir erzählt, das

ist alles schlecht da und er fühlt sich überhaupt

nicht wohl, und ... ich hab ihn dann gefragt, was

er denn Zuhause so für Hobbys hat. Dann fing

er an von seinem Hund zu erzählen. Und auf

einmal hab ich gesagt “Ach ja, haben Sie einen

Hund?” - “Nein, das ist nicht meiner, das ist

der vom Schwiegersohn.” Aber ab dem Moment

(hat dieser Mann) auf einmal (angefangen zu

lächeln). Das war so (außergewöhnlich) ... wie

kann man in so kurzer Zeit so mies drauf sein,

und jetzt wenn ich ihn über seinen Hund befrage

... da ist er (auf einmal so entspannt) gewesen.

Und dann (fing er an zu erzählen) und da hat

er überhaupt (nichts Negatives mehr erzählt),

sondern eher wirklich (nur noch schöne Sachen),

was er alles so macht und wie viel er schon gear-

beitet hat und ja.

Yeah, so something just came to my mind right

now. I am volunteer recently in the hospital, and

had an (encounter with an elderly gentleman).

The first times I was there, everything was still a

bit new for me. And (the man) was (not in such

a good mood) and (complained) about the food

and about the staff and so on. ... (The job) that

I see in there is just to (give people) a brief mo-

ment of a little bit of (a relaxation) or a change

of pace. And then he told me it’s all bad there

and he doesn’t feel good at all ... I then asked him

what his hobbies are at home. Then he started to

tell me about his dog. And suddenly I said, “Oh

yeah, do you have a dog?” - “No, it’s not mine, it’s

the son-in-law’s.” But from that moment on, (this

man suddenly started smiling). This was so

(extraordinary) ... how can you be in such a bad

mood in such a short time, and now when I ask

him about his dog ... he was (so relaxed all of

a sudden). And then (he started to talk) and

he (didn’t say anything negative at all), but

rather (just really nice things), what he does

and how much he has already worked and yes.

Table A.3: A positive PN, begins with a neutral to slightly positive or negative valence

and later shifts to positive valence, and ends on a positive note.
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Appendix B

Valence Trajectory Insights

Examination of the top matching curves resulting from the trajectory anal-

ysis allowed us to make the following observations about positive PNs

(pPNs) and negative PNs (nPNs). We observe an increase or decrease in

valence over time for pPNs and nPNs, respectively, showing that the nar-

rator gets more deeply involved in the emotion as the narrative progresses

(cf. Figure 5.4 and B.1).

There are prominent dips in the valence curves where the valence abruptly

jumps from the positive or negative to neutral . An example of this can

be seen in Figure 5.4 at 95s, where the valence falls from the maximum

positive state (1.0) to the neutral state (0.0). This can be attributed to the

interviewer’s interruptions for self-assessment as explained in Figure 4.2,

suggesting that the narrator often falls out of the emotion at this point

and then has to re-enter the emotional state.

We observe two valence patterns in nPNs with examples in Figure B.1:

• Pattern 1 : the narrator starts neutral or positive, then dives into the

negative emotion and dwells in it at the end.

• Pattern 2 : the narrator starts neutral or positive, then dives into the

negative emotion and increased valence at the end.

These nPNs patterns can have different reasons. We suspect that people
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Figure B.1: Valence trajectories examples for nPN Pattern 1 (left) and nPN Pattern 2

(right). The blue curves represent the segment-based annotation, while the orange ones

represent the continuous annotation, whereby the reference for both is w.r.t. segments.

The original and translated contents of the trajectories can be found in Table A.1 and

A.2

find it harder to talk about negative events than positive ones, or that

they are more uncomfortable holding the negative emotion. The high fluc-

tuations in valence trajectories for nPNs (cf. Figure B.1, Pattern 1 and

Figure B.2) support this hypothesis. Upon closer examination of the nPNs

content, we find that the positive or neutral beginning is related to the

fact that the narrator is not yet immersed in the emotion and that nega-

tive events often develop from positive events. An example of this can be

found in Table A.1, where the narrator begins talking about the successful

basketball management with his friends, which then develops into a nega-

tive story of how those friends fell apart. The positive or neutral ending,

on the other hand, is often characterized by lessons learned, dealing with

emotions, repression, discomfort, overplaying emotions, and self-care. An

example of this can be found in Table A.2, where the narrator talks about

the death of his mother and concludes that apart from that, however, he

generally had a happy life.
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APPENDIX B. VALENCE TRAJECTORY INSIGHTS

Figure B.2: Mean valence over time for all nPNs. Time is normalized in [0, 1] and mean

segment-based valence is obtained at 100 sample points. We find strong fluctuations and

a peak at the beginning and end of nPNs.

Figure B.3: Mean valence over time for pPNs. Time is normalized in [0, 1] and mean

segment-based valence is obtained at 100 sample points. We find a peak in the first and

second half of pPNs.

In pPNs, we find the valence patterns that:

• Pattern 1 : the narrator starts neutral or positive, then in the first

half of the narrative the positive emotion rises to a peak, after which

the emotion levels off and stabilizes around some positive level.

• Pattern 2 : the narrator starts neutral or positive, then in the first

half of the narrative the positive emotion rises to a peak, after which

the emotion levels off, but rises to another peak in the second half of

the narrative.

Upon closer examination of the pPNs content, the peaks are related to the
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highlights of the narrative. If we observe multiple peaks (Pattern 2 ), this

is usually related to the self-assessment interruptions of the narrative and

the fact that the narrator resumes the emotion afterwards. Otherwise, if

there is only one peak in the first half (Pattern 1 ), the narrator does not re-

sume the emotion with the same intensity after self-assessment. Figure 5.4

shows an example of a positive story that starts in neutral and reaches its

climax in the first half of the narrative stabilizing at a lower positive level

afterwards. In Figure B.2 and Figure B.3, we show the statistical existence

of the nPNs and pPNs patterns by plotting the mean valence over time for

all nPNs and pPNs, respectively.
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